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Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual

thoroughly read to gain the feel of
hands on experience.

The structure of this manual
assumes that the actuator in ques-
tion has been operating in a satis-
factory manner for a period of time.
The instructions and directions for 
startup are contained in the REXA
Installation and Operation Manual
which is normally shipped with the
unit.

Do not hesitate to contact REXA for
assistance, but please have available
the serial number, model and setup
parameters.

The importance of customer serv-
ice and product quality cannot be
overemphasized at REXA. The
Troubleshooting and Repair Manual
is one of our efforts to provide this
superior support. Our goal, however,
is for this manual not to be used.

In practice, many applications can
subject REXA actuators and drives
to severe service conditions and
demanding operational require-
ments. Should the need arise, this
Manual can provide to you the
knowledge and experience of a
REXA service engineer.

Section 2 is structured to allow a
straightforward pinpointing of most
problems. The repair procedures
are described in the referenced
paragraphs of Section 3.

Although the primary purpose of
this manual is to keep you on line; it
is also an excellent training tool.
Appendix B is an explanation of the
function and interaction of the
major components of REXA's elec-
traulic technology. With this under-
standing, Section 3 can now be

1.1 Introduction

1.1
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Along with the level of difficulty rat-
ing, an approximate time to com-
plete the task is given. The time
should be close to your actual time
if all parts and tools needed are
readily available.

While working on the actuator,
insure that electric power to the unit
is off. When power is applied, the
actuator may go into "auto" mode
and begin moving. Failure to antici-
pate inadvertent motion may result
in damage to the installation or
injury to personnel.

Because hazardous voltage levels
are present in the control box and at
the actuator, only qualified service and
installation personnel should install
or adjust the device. This haz-
ardous voltage symbol is displayed
in the manual whenever a warning
about hazardous voltage is
required.

Each procedure in Section 3 has a
level of difficulty rating between one
and three, level one being a simple,
common sense task, and level
three being a somewhat more
involved  procedure.

1.2 Important Comments from the Factory

1.2
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the actuator. The mechanical lay-
out, power modules and failure
mode is described in this simple
straightforward system.

To a technician experienced with
REXA products, the model number
would provide a physical descrip-
tion of the mechanical portion of

1.3 Model Numbering System

1.3Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual

_    _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ - _

Spring Fail Option
(Upon Power Loss)
P: None - Lock in Place
U: Universal (Rotary)
E: Extend (Linear)
R: Retract (Linear)

Power Modules
B: Single B
C: Single C

2C: Dual C Manifold
D: Single D

2D: Dual D Manifold
2B: Dual B Manifold
4C: Four C Manifold

L SERIES
Thrust Stroke
(lbs) (Inches)

500 -.75,-2
2000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11
4000 -.75,-2,-4
5000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
8000 -.75,-2,-4,-6
10,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
15,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
20.000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
30,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
40,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
50,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
60,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
80,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22
120,000 -.75,-2,-4,-6,-8,-11,-16,-22

R Series - Xpac Rotary
L Series - Xpac Linear
D Series - Xpac Drive

Model Number

Linear

For Example: L4000-4-C-P
A Linear L Series Xpac with 4000 lbs of thrust and C size power module. Lock in
position upon loss of power. Any stroke is adjustable up to 4 inches.

R2500-90-B-U
A Rotary R Series Xpac with 2500 inch-lbs of torque and B size Power Module.
Spring failure upon loss of power. Any rotation is adjustable up to 90 degrees.

R or D SERIES
Torque Rotation
(in-lbs) (Degrees)

600 -90,-120
1,200 -90,-120
2,500 -90,-120
5,000 -90,-120
10,000 -90,-120
20,000 -90,-120
50,000 -90,-120
100,000 -90,-120

Rotary
Drive

Series Torque Rotation
Thrust StrokeMR Series - Mpac Rotary

ML Series - Mpac Linear
MD Series - Mpac Drive
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2 What is The Problem?

2

The Display is Showing an "E-dr" ...............................................................................

The Display is Showing an "E-Fb" ..............................................................................

The Display is Showing an "E-St"; Actuator is Not Moving and 
the Motor is Stalling* ...................................................................................................

The Display is Showing an "E-St"; Actuator is Not Moving, 
But the Motor is Turning*.............................................................................................

The Display is Showing an "E-St"; Actuator is Not Moving 
and the Motor is Not Turning* .....................................................................................

The Display is Showing an "E-St"; Elastic Coupling Will Not Compress ....................

The Display is Showing an "E-CS" .............................................................................

Everything is Dead-No Lights, No Movement .............................................................

Actuator Moves to Wrong Position ..............................................................................

Actuator Still Operates, but there is an Oil Leak.........................................................

The Oil Indicator is Low, But No Oil is Visible.............................................................

On Power Down, Unit Does Not Move into Fail Position ............................................

Actuator "Drifts" Away From the Applied Load............................................................

The Display is Showing an "E-PS"..............................................................................

2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

2.10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.14

If you do not see a description which corresponds to your problem, contact
REXA.

* Remove the handwheel or the rear motor nut to observe the outboard motor shaft, Section 3.

Determine which of the statements listed below most closely describes the
problem that you are encountering. Please refer to the flowcharts to diagnose
the problem.





Display E-dr - Motor Moves in Wrong Direction

In Local Mode (Flashing P) Repeatedly Push 
the Same "UP" or "DOWN" Button and Observe Motion.
Does the Actuator Always Move in the Same Direction?

2.1

Flowchart 2.1
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Possible Intermittent
Short in Motor Wiring.

Check Continuity 
Section 3.E1

Possible Short in Motor
Wiring. Check Continuity

Section 3.E1

Check Motor
Section 3.E2

Replace Driver
Section 3.E3

Call Rexa

YES NO



Display E-Fb - Loss of Feedback

2.2

Flowchart 2.2
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Check Connections
Per Section 5 of the

Installation and
Operation Manual

Check Potentiometer 
and Feedback Board

Section 3.E6

Is Triple Power
Supply Operating?

Section 3.E4

Check PCP 
Section 3.E5



Display E-St - Actuator Not Moving, Motor is Stalling

(Motor Begins Turning and Then Stops While Emitting a High-Pitched Sound)

2.3

Flowchart 2.3
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Is Ambient Temperature Below 50° F?

Check Heater/
Thermostat

Section 3.E7

Insure Required Thrust/Torque
Does Not Exceed Rating

Section 3.T1

Check for Mechanical
Restrictions or Binding

Section 3.T2

Reduce Motor Speed
Section 3.T1

Check Pump Section 3.M1

Check Motor Section 3.E2

Check the Calibration Parameters PL &
PH - Make Sure the Calibrated Endpoints
Do Not Exceed the Physical Limitation of
the Application or the Actuator Cylinder

Is Ambient
Temperature

Below Guideline,
TM19?

YES

NO

NO

YES

Call Rexa



Display E-St - Actuator Will Not Move, But The Motor is Turning

2.4

Flowchart 2.4
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Make Sure Manual Bypass is Closed
Section 3.M2

Check Solenoid Bypass, Section 3.M2

Check Oil Level
Section 3.M3

Is Ambient Temperature Above 160°F?

Increase Speed
Section 3.T1

Replace Pump
Section 3.M1

Purge Unit of Air
Section 3.M4

Are Internal Working
Pressures Above 2000 psi?

Section 3.M5

Watch for Oil Leaks
Flowchart 2.10

Check the
Suction/Check Valves

Section 3.M6

Insure Actuator is
Filled with High

Temperature Oil Mix
Section 3.T3

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

LOW

OK

Is the Unit a Spring Failure?

YES

Call Rexa



Display E-St - Actuator is Not Moving And the Motor is Not Turning

2.5

Flowchart 2.5
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In Local Mode, Push the
"UP" or "DOWN" Button.

Does the Motor Make any
Sound?

Check Motor Power Supply
Section 3.E8 for "B" size Modules 
Section 3.E3 for "C" size Modules

Does the Motor Turn
Freely By Hand?

Section 3.M7

Check Motor Wiring Continuity
Section 3.E1

YES

NO

NO YES

Check PCP
Section 3.E5

Check Pump
Section 3.M1

Replace Driver
Section 3.E3

Check Motor
Section 3.E2

Check Motor
Section 3.M8

Call Rexa

Call Rexa



Display E-St - The Elastic Coupling Will Not Compress

2.6

Flowchart 2.6
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Check Corrosion or Binding
of Elastic Coupling

Section 3.M9

Is Internal Working Pressure
Above 2000 psi on Both
Sides of the Cylinder?

Section 3.M5

Refer to the Installation
and Calibration Manual
for Parameters PL & PH

Check for Mechanical
Restrictions or Binding

Section 3.T2

Use Flowchart 2.4

YES

NO



Display E-CS - Loss Of Control Signal

2.7

Flowchart 2.7
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Replace the Control Signal
With a Hand Held Milliamp

Calibrator. Does the Actuator
respond to the Signal?

Input Signals Directly to
PCP at Pins 15 & 16.

Does Actuator React to
the Signal?

Check Continuity
of All Connections

to the PCP
Check Control

System

Reconnect to Actuator
Check Continuity of All

Connections

Check Voltage to
PCP at Pins 9 to

2 and 17 to 2
Section 3.E5

Without Connecting to the
Actuator, Close Your Control
Signal Loop with a Milliamp

Meter. Is Valid Signal 
(4-20mA) Present?

YES NO

YESNO

YES
NO

Replace Triple
Power Supply
Section 3.E4

Call Rexa

OK

Replace PCP
Section 3.E5.2

BAD



Everything is Dead

2.8

Flowchart 2.8
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Incoming Power Present?

Is Main Power Fuse Blown?
Section 3.E9

Is Motor Power Supply on Line?
Section 3.E8 for "B" Size Models
Section 3.E3 for "C" Size Models

Is 5 VDC Available on 
Pin 17 of Connector P1?

Replace PCP
Section 3.E5

Replace Triple Power Supply
Section 3.E4

NO

YES

NOYES



The Actuator Moves to the Wrong Position

2.9

Flowchart 2.9
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Check Setup
Parameters PL, PH,
SL & SH per Section
6.3 of the Installation
& Operation Manual

Check Ground Loop
Faults Between the

Actuator and the
Control System
Section 3.E10

Check the
Feedback Signal

Section 3.E6

Verify the
Control Signal



The Actuator is Still Operating, But There is an Oil Leak

2.10

Flowchart 2.10
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Clean Up All Oil and
Refill Reservoir
Section 3.M3

Where is the Oil Leaking?

Purge Air from Actuator  
Section 3.M4  

Motor Seam
Section 3.M10

Oil Reservoir
Section 3.M3

FMV Seam
Section 3.M10

Cylinder Bushings
Section 3.M10
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Flowchart 2.11
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Is There Oil in The
Heater/Thermostat Cavity?

(See Par. 3 of 3E7.2)

Oil Indicator is Low, But No Oil is Visible

Replace Motor Seals
Section 3.M10.2.1

Probably Normal Operation
See 3M3.1 - Thermal Weeping

NOYES



On Power Down, the Unit Does Not Move to the Fail Position

2.12

Flowchart 2.12
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Is Your Unit
Equipped With

the Optional Fail
Safe Spring?

Make Sure Solenoid
Bypass is Open

Section 3.M2

Check for Mechanical
Restrictions or Binding

Section 3.T2

Contact Your Local
Representative for

Assistance

The Actuator
Should Remain
in Last Position
Upon Loss of

Power
Section 3.T4

NOYES

YES

NO

Was Spring Sized Correctly?
Technical Memo TM4



Actuator "Drifts" Away From the Applied Load

When "drift" occurs, the actuator stem will move slowly in the 
direction of the applied load. This change in position is sensed by the
feedback circuit and corrected when it exceeds the deadband setting.

Continual motor cycling in this mode may decrease the life of the actuator.

2.13

Flowchart 2.13
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Does Internal
Working Pressure

Decay on Both Sides
of the Cylinder?
Section 3.M5

Is the Unit
Spring Failure?

Check Solenoid
Bypass

Section 3.M2

Replace FMV Block
Section 3.M11

Replace Bushing &
Piston Seals

Section 3.M10

Make Sure
Manual Bypass

is Closed
Section 3.M2

NOYES

NO

YES
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2.14

Flowchart 2.14

Display E-PS - Loss of +15 VDC or -15 VDC from PCP

(Refer to Section 3.E5)

Call Rexa

Is +15 VDC Available on Pin 9 of
PCP Connector?

(Remove Wire from Connector to
Insure Good Contact)

Is -15 VDC Available on Pin 10
of PCP Connector?

(Remove Wire from Connector to
Insure Good Contact)

Replace Wires - Check Connection
to PCP Through Connector

Replace PCP
Section 3.E5.2

Replace
Triple Power

Supply
Section 3.E4

YES

YES

NO

Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual
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Hydraulic Pressure Check......3.M5

Suction Check (S/C) Valves ...3.M6

Drive Train ..............................3.M7

Stepper Motor (Mechanical)...3.M8

Elastic Couplings....................3.M9

Oil Leaks ..............................3.M10

Flow Matching Valve (FMV) .3.M11

REXA Linear Cylinder ..........3.M12

Commercial Linear Cylinder.3.M13

Rotary Cylinder ....................3.M14

TECHNICAL

Thrust/Torque..........................3.T1

Mechanical Restriction............3.T2

Oil Mixture...............................3.T3

Failure Mode ...........................3.T4

Each index subject contains 
general information, analysis and
repair. Appropriate drawings which
are found in Appendix C are refer-
enced in the header.

ELECTRICAL

Wiring Continuity.....................3.E1

Stepper Motor (Electrical) .......3.E2

Motor Driver ............................3.E3

Triple Voltage Power Supply ...3.E4

Central Processing Unit ..........3.E5

Actuator Feedback Circuit.......3.E6

Heater/Thermostat ..................3.E7

"B" Motor Power Supply..........3.E8

Main Fuse ...............................3.E9

Ground Loop Faults ..............3.E10

Removing the Motherboard ..3.E11

MECHANICAL

Pump......................................3.M1

Cylinder Bypass System ........3.M2

Oil Reservoir ..........................3.M3

Air Purging the Actuator.........3.M4

3

3 Index to Analysis and Repair
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2. 110vac to heater/thermostat
(White/Black Pair)

3. 105Vdc to spring fail solenoid
(Optional) (Blue/Black Pair)

If motor phase wires are crossed or
they are intermittent (loose connec-
tion), an E-1 Error will occur. Insure
that all connections are correct and
secure.

Feedback Cable

This is an 18AWG, 3 conductor,
solidly shielded cable (Photo 2). It is
used for:

1. +15VDC supply to feedback
PCB in the actuator (Red Wire)

2. 4-20 mA feedback to control box
(White, Black Wires)

Any miswiring of the feedback cable
will cause the position display to
remain constant during actuator
motion or an E-2 error to occur.
Insure all connections are correct
and secure.

General

The Rexa actuator uses a two
cable system for standard actua-
tors. If more than one power mod-
ule is used, then an additional
power cable will be needed for
each module. In any case, only one
feedback cable is necessary.

Power Cable

The power cable consists of 4 indi-
vidually shielded, 18AWG, twisted
pairs (Photo 1). This cable is used
for:

1. Connection of stepper motor
driver to stepper motor
(Green/Black, Red/Black Pairs)

3.E1 Wiring Continuity, Power and Feedback Cables
(Drawings: M95913, M95914, M95915, M95939 & M95940)

3.1

7/03 Rev.-1Photo 1
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connector P3 back to the step-
per motor driver circuit board.
Should any of these connections
be open or intermittent, the
cable connecting the driver to
the mother board is seated
improperly. Also, visually inspect
the connector P3 and the driver
PCB for any burn marks, as this
may be the cause of the prob-
lem.

3.E1.1 Analysis

1. Verify that wiring is correct using
Section 3 of the Installation and
Calibration Manual.

2. Visually inspect both ends of
cable for cut wires, short circuits,
or loose connections.

3. Using your digital multimeter,
check the continuity of each
wire. Check the continuity of the
motor phase wires from the

3.E1 Wiring Continuity, Power and Feedback Cables
(Drawings: M95913, M95914, M95915, M95939 & M95940)

3.2Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual
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3.E2.1  Analysis

A defective stepper motor can
cause E-1 (wrong direction error) or
E-3 (stall detection error). If there is
suspicion of a defective motor, the
motor can be checked by measur-
ing the resistance of its windings.
With an Ohm meter, measure the
resistance across A and A and
measure B and B where these con-
nections terminate in the actuator.
The resistance you should see is
approximately 0.3 ohm across each
phase for the motor to operate cor-
rectly. If the resistance is much less
(< 0.1 ohm) or more (> 0.6 ohm),
the motor is defective and should be
replaced.

3.E2.2  Repair

Replace motor per Section 3.M8.2.

General

A stepper motor is energized with
digital (electrical) pulses and will
move to any number of steps (or
detent positions) in strict accor-
dance with the digital pulse provid-
ed. In other words, a step motor is
an electromagnetic incremental
actuator which converts digital
pulse inputs into angular indexed
motion (Bodine Electric Company,
catalog S-11, p. 38). The digital
pulses are applied to two winding
or phases of the motor, thus switch-
ing the windings in sequence.
Each pulse defines a discrete posi-
tion of the motor shaft.

The stepper motor transfers the
electrical energy into rotary motion
to the hydraulic gear pump. Two
sizes of motors are commonly
available:

B size; 120 watts (Shown on the
left in Photo 3).
C size; 500 watts (Shown on the
right of Photo 3).

3.E2  STEPPER MOTOR - ELECTRICAL
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M03105, M03110, M0311)

3.3Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual
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The B stepper motor driver, when
defective, could possibly be the
cause of an E-1 (wrong direction)
or E-3 (Actuator Stall) errors. To
determine a problem with the driv-
er, you will need an oscilloscope to
see the output pulses of each
motor phase winding. Under nor-
mal operation, the output should be
a 48 vdc square wave pulse with its
frequency proportional to the
speed setting in Parameter 1.

In most cases, it is easier to
replace the driver after eliminating
all other likely cases of E-1 and E-
3 Errors.

General

The stepper motor driver is an elec-
tronics package that converts step
and direction inputs, from the CPU,
to motor winding currents to control
the two-phase bipolar stepper
motor. The B-Pump driver switches
48 vdc pulses at 3 amperes per
winding while the C-Pump driver
switches 160 vdc at 6 amps per
winding. The stepper motor driver
also accepts an "Enable" signal
from the CPU, thus Enabling and
disabling the drivers output. The B-
Pump enable signal is active Low
while C-Pump Enable signal is
active High.

3.E3.1-B  Analysis
"B" Size

The B size stepper motor driver is
located in the control box on the left
hand side wall. It is easily identified
by its aluminum back plate, and its
2" x 3" PCB with Gray capacitor.
(Photo 4).

3E.3  STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER
(Drawings: M95917 & M95939 - "B" size; M95937 & M95940 - "C" size)

3.4Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual
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Remove the driver from the enclo-
sure. Replace with a new driver. To
insure proper heat transfer between
the driver heat sink and enclosure,
coat the base with a heat transfer
compound.

3.E3.2-B Repair

Parts Required:
"B" Driver

To replace a defective driver,
unplug the gray ribbon cable from
the driver circuit board. Remove
the four, 10-32 buttonhead socket
screws which fasten the driver
heatsink to the side of the electron-
ics enclosure (Photo 5).

3E.3  STEPPER MOTOR DRIVER
(Drawings: M95917 & M95939 - "B" size; M95937 & M95940 - "C" size)

3.5Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual
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The "C" size stepper motor driver is
located in the control box. It is eas-
ily identified by its five indicating
LED's, 3 Green, 2 Red.

The stepper motor driver uses logic
signals from the CPU to switch 160
vdc (Internal to the driver) to the
stepper motor. To isolate a problem
in the motor driver circuit, use the
following chart.

YES

YES

NO

NONO

NO

NO

3.6Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual

Is Stepper Motor Driver
receiving AC power?

(First green LED is on)

Is Stepper Motor Driver
Enabled?

(Second green LED is on)

Is Stepper Motor receiving
Step Clock Signal? 
(Third LED on Upon

demand of movement)

Is Power Fault Light on?
(Fourth LED, Red)

Is Over Temp Light on?
(Fifth LED, Red)

Is 8 Conductor Cable to
the Actuator Good?

Section 3.E1

In Setup Mode, while manually
positioning Actuator with

Up/Down Buttons, does motor
turn?  Does Actuator move in

correct direction?

You have a bad
Stepper Motor

Driver.

Check Incoming 
Line power

Check AC Line
Connection to

Driver

Check Line Fuse
Internal to Driver
Section 3.E3.2-C

(Photo 7)

Check Motor Wiring
continuity

Section 3.E1

Is Operating Temp
over 140 deg. F

Call REXA

Is CPU Board
Good?

Section 3.E5

Is Logic Supply
Drive Interface
Cable (25 pin-D
Connector) prop-
erly connected?

Check Logic Supply
Fuse Internal to

Driver
Section 3.E3A.1

Photo 7

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

YES

OK

OK

Indicator Lights
1st Green  ~  Power
2nd Green  ~  Enable
3rd Green  ~  Step Clock
1st Red     ~  Power Fault
2nd Red     ~  Over Temp

3.E3.1-C ANALYSIS
"C" Size

Level
2
of

difficulty

Remove
115 Vac
and then

Motor
Connector.
Re-apply
power,
Power

Fault Light
goes off?

YES

YES

YES

NO

Photo 6

0:20
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Replace open fuses as follows:

F1 Bussman MDS 20Amp
F2 Bussman MDL 1/2 Amp

NOTE: If Stepper Motor Driver
does not operate, or fuse failure
occurs again, you have a faulty
driver.

3.E.2-C Repair 

Replacing Fuses 

If an open fuse is suspected,
replace the fuse as follows:

1. Remove electric power from 
the control box.

2. Wait 3 minutes to allow charge 
on capacitors, Internal to 
Driver, to Dissipate.

3. Check the fuses, F1& F2,    
located by J1 115Vac con-
nector (Photo 7).

3.E3.1-C REPAIR
"C" Size Stepper Motor Driver

(Drawings: M95917 & M95939 - "B" size; M95937 & M95940 - "C" size)

3.7Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual
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Photo 9

9
+15 vdc – .02%

Orange

17 +5 vdc ± .05% White

Gray
Connector
Position

Voltage 
Should Be

Color of
Wire at
Position

2 Common Ground Black

10 -15 vdc ± .02% Yellow

Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual

General

This regulated power supply is
used specifically to provide the DC
voltages needed by the CPU Board
and the feedback circuit.

The unit itself is soldered to the
motherboard and is located directly
underneath the CPU Board (Photo
8).

3.E4.1 Analysis

1. Locate the 18 position gray con-
nector at the top of the CPU
Board (The connector positions
are numbered from left to right).
(Photo 9)

3.E4 Triple Voltage Power Supply
Applicable to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95917, M95937, M95939 & M95940)

3.8

0:05

Level
1
of

difficulty

If any of these voltages are incor-
rect, the triple power supply must
be replaced.

Photo 8

2. Using a DC Voltmeter, and the
chart following, verify the volt-
age level outputs going to the
CPU Board.



3.E4.2 REPAIR

Parts Required:

Triple Power Supply

Remove the motherboard from the
electronics enclosure per section
3.E11.

Remove the CPU Board from the
motherboard per section 3.E5.2.

To replace the triple power supply,
remove the two, 4-40 pan head
screws from the solder side of the
motherboard which fasten to the
supply (Photo 10). Using a solder-
ing iron and desoldering tool,
remove the solder from each pin of
the supply. Try to remove as much
solder as possible, to avoid any
damage to the solder pads of the
motherboard when removing.
Replace with a new supply, solder
and fasten with 4-40 screws.
Replace CPU and motherboard.

3.E4 Triple Voltage Power Supply
Applicable to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95917, M95937, M95939 & M95940)
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Flowchart 2.7

Connector Position 9, +15vdc
Connector Position 15 & 16, 

Control Signal
Connector Position 17, +5vdc

General

This component of the actuator is
located in the center of the control
box (Photo 11). It is a microproces-
sor based (Intel 8051) circuit that
includes a 12 bit (A/D) converter, a
non-volatile memory for storing the
set up parameters, the LED display,
and keypad.

All programming of the CPU Board
is done by using the three button
keypad. A complete explanation of
the set-up parameters can be
found in Section 5 of the Installation
and Calibration Manual. The CPU is
specifically designed to receive
power, control, and feedback signals
from the actuator, then output the
needed logic signals to the stepper
motor driver.

3.E5.1 Analysis

During normal operation, the input
and output (I/O) signals to the CPU
are shown in Chart E5.A. If prob-
lems are occurring, then these spe-
cific I/Os should be addressed:

Flowchart 2.2
Connector Position 9, +15vdc
Connector Position 14, +Act.

Feedback

3.E5 Central Processing Unit (CPU Board)
(Drawings: M95917, M95937, M95939 & M95940)
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Connector Position 9, +15vdc
Connector Position 10, -15vdc
Connector Position 17, +5vdc



BlackCommon/FB-

+5vdc ± .05%

Is Signal
an “input” to 

or
“output” from

the CPU

Name
of 

Signal
Color of Wire

at Position

output 1
Stepper

Motor Driver
Enable

“B” Size Units: Voltage Level change from
a high state to a low state when direc-
tional button is depressed.

“C” Size Units: Voltage Level change from
a low state to a high state when direc-
tional button is depressed.

Brown

n/a 2 n/a

output 3
Stepper Motor

Direction
Red

Voltage Level Change When Alternately
Depressing Up/Down Buttons

input 9 +15vdc Orange +15vdc ± .02%

input 10 -15vdc Yellow -15vdc ± .02%

output 11 Step Clock Green

Frequency reading in KHZ corresponding
with the speed setting (Parameter !).

An oscilloscope is required to obtain a
meaningful reading.

input 14
Actuator

Feedback+ Blue
A milliamp signal between 4 and 20mA.
It should vary linearly with actuator

motion.

input 15
Control 
Signal+ Violet This signal is the incoming control signal.

input 16
Control
Signal- Gray n/a

input 17 +5vdc White

CPU
Connector
Position

Measuring Reference to Pos. 2 -
(Common), You Should See…

7/03 Rev.-1

Connector Positions are Numbered Left to Right

3.11Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual

E5.A Central Processing Unit
(Drawings: M95917, M95937, M95939 & M95940)



7. The new CPU Board will require
the input of the setup parame-
ters per Section 4 and 5 of the
Installation and Calibration
Manual. Variations in reading
between the original and new
CPU should be expected for
parameters 2, 3, 4 and 5.

3.E5.2 Repair 

Parts Required:
CPU

Now that you are certain that the
CPU Board is defective, it must be
replaced. Follow the steps below to
do so.

1. Write down the setup parameters
currently entered into the CPU
(Photo 12).

2. Remove electric power from
unit.

3. Using an integrated circuit
extractor, carefully remove the
software eprom chip (Photo 13).
(It is identified by a sticker with a
version number on it).

4. Unplug the two piece, 18 posi-
tion gray connector from the
CPU Board.

5. Remove the 4 panhead screws at
the four corners of the CPU Board
(Photo 11).

6. Replace with new board, and
reverse the above steps.

3.E5 Central Processing Unit (CPU Board)
(Drawings: M95917, M95937, M95939 & M95940)
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3.E5 Central Processing Unit (CPU Board)
(Drawings: M95917, M95937, M95939 & M95940)
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tional to the actuator position. For
electrical noise immunity and for
greater transmission distances, the 0-
10vdc signal is converted to 4-
20mA by the feedback PCB located
under the potentiometer cover
(Photo 14).

3.E6.1 Analysis

If the LED screen on the CPU dis-
plays all zeros, an E-2 Error, a 
P_ _ _ L or P _ _ _ H the feedback
circuit may be defective.

Under the potentiometer cover at
the actuator, measure for the pres-
ence of +15vdc on the feedback
board (Photo 15). Using a volt
meter, measure between the purple
wire (+15vdc) and gray wire (Logic
ground.)  If 15 volts is not present,
re-check wiring connections and
triple power supply.

General

In order for the microprocessor to
determine the position of the actuator,
a closed-loop, 4-20mA feedback
circuit is used.

In the actuator hydraulic cylinder,  a
potentiometer is directly connected
to the output piston rod.

A voltage coming from the triple
power supply (+15vdc) is applied to
the feedback PCB integral voltage
regulator. This is now a 0-10vdc
output signal that is directly propor-

3.E6 Actuator Feedback Circuit
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95914 & M95915)
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If no, feedback PCB needs replace-
ment. If problem still exists, replace
potentiometer.

If 15 volts is present disconnect the
yellow/white connection in the junc-
tion box at the actuator. Place an
ammeter in series with the two
wires (Photo 16). While stroking
the actuator from one end to the
other, is 4-20mA signal present?  If
yes, recheck connections and
CPU. If yes and feedback is
greater than 21 mA, replace feed-
back board.

3.E6 Actuator Feedback Circuit
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95914 & M95915)
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Feedback Board Replacement

1. Disconnect the incoming power.
2. Remove all wires from the connec-

tor, making note of their positions.
3. Remove the two nylon screws

that secure the circuit board to
the mounting plate.

4. Reinstall the new circuit board in
the reverse order and reconnect
the wires.

Parts Required:

Potentiometer

If it is determined that the feedback
PCB is operating, and the poten-
tiometer is defective, follow the
steps outlined below for poten-
tiometer replacement;

1. Remove electric power from the unit.
2. Locate feedback potentiometer

cover for your unit.
3. Remove cover and record the

wire colors and their positions
on the feedback PCB.

4. Disconnect the potentiometer
wires at the feedback PCB

5. Disconnect the potentiometer
wires from feedback PCB.

3.E6.3 Repair
Feedback

Parts Required:

Feedback Board Assembly

If it is determined that the feedback
PCB must be replaced, follow the
steps outlined below:

NOTE: Use the supplied pictures to
assist you in the replacement of the
Feedback Potentiometer.

3.E6.3.1  Feedback Board and
Potenti ometer Disassembly and
Replacement

3.E6 Actuator Feedback Circuit
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95914 & M95915)
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3.E6 Actuator Feedback Circuit
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95914 & M95915)
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6A. Linear Potentiometer 
Replacement Procedure:
a. Remove the 1/4-20 sock-

ethead shoulder cap
screw which fastens the
feedback takeoff arm to
the shaft the cylinder. Be
careful not to misplace
the curved spring washer
under the takeoff arm, it
will be loose.

b. Remove the 4-40 hex nut
from the shaft of the
potentiometer.

c. Remove the retaining
ring which holds the
potentiometer in place.

d. Replace the potentiome-
ter and re-assemble.

e. Connect the wires to the
feedback board and
secure them (Photo 17).

6B. Rotary Potentiometer 
Replacement Procedure:
a. Put the electronics into

the "SETUP" mode,
scroll down to either "PL"
or "PH", depending on
which end of the travel
you are at. If you are
somewhere in the middle
either may be selected.
Now hit the "ENTER" but-
ton. Record the reading
of the PCP/CPU before
disconnecting power. If
no reading is present
move the actuator to
either the full open or full
closed position. A record
of this number should
have been recorded on
the data sheet inside the
electronics enclosure.

b. Disconnect the incoming
power.

c. Unscrew the cover of the
feedback housing to
expose the potentiome-
ter.

d. Disconnect the three wires
coming from the poten-
tiometer, making note of
their position by color.

e. Loosen the upper set
screw on the potentiome-
ter shaft coupling.Photo 17
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when the screw is tightened.
The unit should now operate
close to how it did with the old
potentiometer.

4. Resetting of PL and PH should
now be done to ensure accura-
cy of the full open and full
closed positions. This proce-
dure is outlined in the
Installation and Operation 
manual.

5. Reinstall the housing cover and
put the unit back into service.

f. Remove the two screws
holding the potentiometer
to the mounting plate and
remove the old poten-
tiometer.

g. Reinstall a new poten-
tiometer by reversing the
above procedures. Trim
the potentiometer wires
to length as required,
routing them as illustrat-
ed in the photograph,
insert into the connector
and tighten securely.
Tighten the upper set
screw on the coupling.

Calibration

1. Loosen the lower set screw on
the potentiometer shaft coupling.

2. Reconnect power to the actua-
tor. Go to either "PL" or "PH",
whichever you used in step A.1
above, and hit "ENTER". You
should now see a reading on
the PCP/CPU display.

3. Rotate the shaft coupling so
that the display reading is the
same as when the unit was
powered down (or matches the
recorded number off the data
sheet) and tighten the lower set
screw. This may take a few
tries because of slight shifting

3.E6 Actuator Feedback Circuit
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95914 & M95915)
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3.E6 Actuator Feedback Circuit
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M95914 & M95915)
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3.E7.2
Repair

Parts Required:

Heater/Thermostat Assembly
Heat Transfer Compound

If all wiring connections appear to
be good, the temperature is below
60°F, and the heater is not on, fol-
low these steps for replacement.

1. Remove electric power from
unit.

2. Open the electrical junction box
and disconnect the brown teflon
and brown cloth wires from the
white/black pair of wires coming

General

To maintain the viscosity of the oil,
each unit has a cartridge heater con-
trolled by a thermostat (Photo 19).
The thermostat will turn the heater
on at 60°F and off at 80°F.

3.E7.1 Analysis

The operation of the heater can be
checked by either:
A. Feeling the Pump/Motor Standoff:

This is the block of metal that is
bolted to the stepper motor. At
ambient temperatures less than
60°F it should feel slightly warm
to the touch.

B. Measuring the Current to the
Heater:
If the thermostat is closed (tem-
perature below 60°F) and the
heater is on, you should meas-
ure approximately 1 Amp in
series between position 15
(Heater 110vac Line) and the
black wire in the white/blackpair
of the large 8 conductor cable
going to the actuator (Photo 20).

3.E7 Heater/Thermostat
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M03105)
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from the large 8 conductor
cable.

3. Remove the four 10-32 socket
head cap screws from the
heater/thermostat compartment
cover (Photo 21).

4. Unscrew the two 4-40 pan head
screws that secure the thermo-
stat down.

5. Pull the two disconnected
heater/thermostat wires down
from the electrical junction box.

6. Now grasp the heater by the
wires and remove from unit.

7. Coat the new cartridge heater
and back of thermostat with
heat transfer compound and
install.

3.E7 Heater/Thermostat
Applies to Both "B" and "C" Size Actuators
(Drawings: M03105)
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General

This is a non-regulated power supply
used to provide 45-55 vdc (Photo
22), at 4 Amps to the "B" size step-
per motor driver.

3.E8.1 Analysis

Follow this flowchart to isolate a prob-
lem with the 48 vdc power circuit.

3.E8.2 Repair

Parts Required:

Motor Power Supply
See Section 3.E11 for replacement.

3.E8 "B" Motor Power Supply
Applies to "B" Size  Power Modules Only
(Drawings: M95917 & M95939)
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Reapply Power
to Actuator

48 vdc Power
Supply Good, See

Section 3.E3

Check to see if four
position power supply
connector is plugged

into motherboard proper-

Replace with
Buss MDL-8 or
Equivalent Slo-

Blo Fuse

With the Power Off,
Remove F2 (8 Amp
Slo-Blo) and Check

Continuity 
(see Photo 23)

Using the Negative side of
the Blue capacitor (Blue wire)
as the common, Look for 48
vdc on Both Sides of the F2

Replace
Power
Supply

BAD

GOOD

BADGOOD

Photo 22

Check for at least 45 vdc
across the blue capaci-

tor of the supply. Positive
is Orange wire; Negative

is Blue wire

If fuse failure occurs
again check driver

section 3.E3.

Photo 23



General

The main fuse protects the elec-
tronic circuitry from overload condi-
tions at the incoming power line.

3.E9.1 Analysis

1. Remove electric power from
the unit.

2. Locate the main fuse (F1) on
the motherboard between the
CPU board and the 24 pin con-
nector. (Photo 24)

3. Remove the fuse from the fuse
holder.

4. Test Fuse Continuity

5. If the fuse is an open circuit,
replace with new fuse.

If fuse continues to fail, check the
Triple Power Supply Section 3.E4.
and Ground Faults, Section 3.E10.

3.E9 Main Fuse
(Drawings: M95917 & M95939)
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3. Any fault found must be correct-
ed to prevent personal injury
and equipment malfunction. For
safety reasons, REXA recom-
mends that all power line feeds
contain a third earth ground
conductor.

General

A ground fault is essentially a cur-
rent short circuit to earth ground.
This situation is dangerous to both
personnel and equipment. All Rexa
equipment is subjected to a dielec-
tric test of 1200VRMS between the
primary circuit and earth ground.
Although only fault free equipment
is shipped from the factory, the
actuator should be rechecked after
installation to verify that a fault has
not been inadvertently introduced
during installation or shipment.

3.E10.1 Analysis

1. Disconnect electric power from 
the unit.

2. Measure the resistance
between earth ground and 115
VAC, PIN#12. This value must
be an open circuit for safe oper-
ation.

3.E10 Ground Faults
(Drawings: M95917, M95937, M95939, & M95940)
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5. Next, unscrew the earth ground
from the lug at the bottom of the
control box (Photo 26). Remove
the four, 10-32 socket head
screws which fasten the 48 vdc
power supply to the enclosures
(Photo 27).

6. Remove the four 10-32 screws
located on each corner and pull
the entire motherboard from the
control box.

7. Replace with new motherboard.
Assemble by first replacing the
motor power supply, then driver
and finally the CPU board.

General

The motherboard is the large green
circuit board (12" x 10") that acts as
the mounting base of all the elec-
tronic components. The mother-
board is the main interface between
actuator and electronics as well as
external power, control signal and
electronics. If you have a known bad
component on the motherboard, fol-
low the procedure below for
removal.

3.E11.1-B Removal

1. Remove electric power to the 
unit.

2. Disconnect the wires at the 24
position green connector (Photo
25).

3. Remove the four stepper motor
driver fastening screws, along
with the white nylon washers
(Photo 5). These are located on
the left side of the control box.
Remove the motor driver com-
plete with card.

4. Remove the CPU from the
assembly per section 3.E.5.2 and
put aside.

3.E11-B Removing the Motherboard for Servicing
Applies to "B" Size Units Only
(Drawing: M95917)
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3.E11.2-B Repair

The motherboard is mainly a base
to all components. If a problem with
the board does exist, it is easier
and recommended to replace it.
However, if a repair is attempted
please use the following cautions:

1. Perform all repairs without elec-
tric power applied.

2. When soldering or desoldering,
be careful not to damage any of
the solder pads on the mother-
board.

3. When re-assembling, be sure
there is no hardware remaining
loose in the enclosure.

4. Re-check all connections to be
sure they are correct.

3.E11 Removing the Motherboard for Servicing
Applies to "B" Size Units Only
(Drawing: M95917)
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3.E11.2-C Repair

The motherboard is mainly a base
to all components. If a problem with
the board does exist, it is easier and
recommended to replace it.
However, if a repair is attempted
please use the following cautions:

1. Perform all repairs without elec-
tric power applied.

2. When soldering or desoldering,
be careful not to damage any of
the solder pads on the mother-
board.

3. When re-assembling, be sure
there is no hardware remaining
loose in the enclosure.

4. Re-check all connections to be
sure they are correct.

3.E11.1-C Removal

1. Remove electric power to the 
unit.
CAUTION: Wait three minutes to allow
capacitors in the driver to discharge.

2. Disconnect the wires at the 24
position green connector.

3. Remove the five driver fastening
screws, along with their white
nylon washers. These are locat-
ed on the top side of the control
box (Photo 28).

4. Remove the motor driver.
5. Remove CPU Board per

Section 3.E5.2 and put aside.
6. Next, unscrew the earth ground

wire from the lug at the top left
corner of the control box (Photo
29).

7. Remove the four 10-32 screws
located on each corner and pull
the entire motherboard from the
control box.

8. Replace with new motherboard.
Re-assembly by first replacing
the Stepper Motor Driver then
the CPU Board.

3.E11-C Removing the Motherboard for Servicing
Applies to "C" Size Units Only, Single Power Module
(Drawing: M95937)
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4. Without pulling the motor wires,
tilt the motor to expose the
motor shaft (Photo 31).

5. Insert a 3/16” socket key or
large standard screwdriver into
the pump/motor coupling and
turn the pump (Photo 32).

6. The pump should be free to turn.
7. To replace motor, see Section

3.M8.2.

General

This is a reversible precision gear
pump (Photo 30), driven by the
motor to provide fluid at high pres-
sure to either side of the cylinder
piston depending upon the direc-
tion of motion.

3.M1.1 Analysis

To determine if the pump is free
from binding, take the following
steps:
1. Remove electric power from

unit.
2. Open the bypass valve.
3. Remove the four socket head

cap screws at the corners of
the motor face flange.

3.M1 Pump
(Drawings: M03110, M03111, M03099 & M03105)
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4. Remove the standoff carefully
to avoid stripping the wires as
they are pulled from the junc-
tion box. Also the pump mani-
fold interface is through pres-
sure tubes sealed by O-rings.
These tubes will slip out of
either the pump or the mani-
fold. See drawing M03105 in
Appendix D for location of
pressure tubes.

5. Remove the socket head cap
screws which hold the pump to
the pump standoff (2 on B
pump, 4 on C pump). See
Drawing M03105 in Appendix
D for location of the pump
(Photo 34).

3.M1.2 Repair

Parts Required:

Pump
Power Module Seal Kit

1. To install the new pump, the
motor should be disconnected
at the junction box and removed
from the unit.

2. The feedback wires and the
solenoid wires (if present)
should be disconnected at the
junction box.

3. Remove the four socket head
cap screws which hold the
pump standoff to the manifold
and reservoir (Photo 33).

3.M1 Pump
(Drawings: M03110, M03111, M03099 & M03105)
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6. The pump should slip out of
the standoff cavity. It is not
economical to repair this part.
NOTE: During reassemble,
replace all softgoods (0-rings &
seals).

7. The new pump should then be
secured into the standoff cavi-
ty with the socket head cap
screws. Be sure to fully engage
the pump shaft into the pump
coupling before securing in
place with the cap screws.

8. Check that the pump is free to
rotate by inserting a 3/16”
socket key or large standard
screwdriver into the pump/
motor coupling and turning the
pump.

9. Reassemble pump standoff to
the manifold and reservoir. The
connector tubes should be
inserted into the pump and
then aligned with the manifold
for reassembly. Lubricate the
O-Rings (petroleum jelly or oil)
before assembly. Care should
be taken when inserting the
wires to avoid stripping or
pinching.

3.M1 Pump
(Drawings: M03110, M03111, M03099 & M03105)
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10. Install the motor shaft seal into
its cavity in the standoff with
the O-Ring side of the seal
away from the motor. (Photo
66); see seal illustration
Section  3.M10.

11. Reassemble the motor to the
standoff with care to engage
the pump shaft with the cou-
pling and to insert the motor
wires into the standoff to avoid
component damage.

12. Guide all the wires back to the
junction box and reconnect.

13. Bleed air from the actuator and
refill with the proper hydraulic
fluid (see Section 3.M4).

14. The unit should be ready to
test and then put back on line.



3.M2.1 Analysis

3.M2.1.1 Manual Bypass

The manual bypass is a fairly sim-
ple two-piece design that should
not fail (Photo 35). Basically, just
make sure that the 3/16” hex head
is snug. Do NOT over-tighten. If the
actuator continues to remain inop-
erative, eliminate all other failure
options before replacing the bypass
plug.

General

The bypass system allows con-
trolled equalization of hydraulic
pressure on both sides of the cylin-
der. There are two ways in which
the cylinder can be bypassed.

1. Manual

This is most likely to be used
when the actuator is being
purged of air. The actual
bypass valve is located on the
top of the power module and is
identified by a 3/16” hex head.
Manual bypass valves are
found in the standard fail in
place Rexa actuator. Refer to
Section 3.M4 on purging air
from the unit. During normal
operation, this valve should be
snug (Section 3.M2.2.1).

2. Solenoid

This is an optional solenoid
which is specified for spring
failure upon loss of power.
When electric power is inter-
rupted to the actuator, the nor-
mally open solenoid is de-ener-
gized, causing the bypass
valve to open, and allowing the
spring to move the actuator to
the desired failure position.

3.M2 Cylinder Bypass System
(Drawing: M03103, M03110 & M03111)
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B-pump, NEMA 4, 120/240 vac main
power: 125 vdc solenoid 550-675
ohm coil resistance

B-pump Cl. 1, Div. 2 & NEMA 4, 24 vdc
main power: 24 vdc solenoid, 23-35
ohm coil resistance

C, ½D, D and 2D, all classifications
and power inputs: 125 vdc solenoid,
550-675 ohm coil resistance

Replace the solenoid if readings are
outside of this range (Photo 36).

3.M2.1.2 Solenoid Bypass

ELECTRICAL

A manual pushbutton override for
the solenoid is located on the top
cover (Photo 36).

While applying force to the button,
attempt to operate the actuator. If
operation is normal, then solenoid
failure may have occurred.

1. Remove electric power from
unit.

2. Open the actuator junction box
and disconnect the solenoid
(the two blue wires).

3. The coil resistance across
these wires should read as fol-
lows:

125 vdc-NEMA 4; 550-675 ohms
24 vdc-NEMA 4; 25-35 ohms
125 vdc-CLI,DIV 2; 165-185 ohms 

B-pump, CL. 1, Div. 2, 120/240 vac main
power: 60 vdc solenoid, 165–185 ohm
coil resistance

3.M2 Cylinder Bypass System
(Drawing: M03103, M03110 & M03111)
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bypass valve, push the up/down
buttons and look for movement of
the actuator (the bypass valve’s
stroke is approximately 1/8”).
(Photo 38)

Movement of the actuator indicates
that the problem is the adjustment
of the solenoid plunger.

3.M2.2 Repair

3.M2.2.1 Manual ByPass Valve
Replacement

1. Remove electric power from
the unit. Remove process
forces from the unit, and equal-
ize the cylinder pressure by
opening the bypass valve.

Level
2
of

difficulty 0:30

MECHANICAL

If operation of the manual pushbut-
ton does not allow normal opera-
tion, then there may be a mechani-
cal misalignment.

1. Remove electric power from
the unit.

2. Remove the solenoid cover by
unscrewing the four 10-32 sock-
et head screws (be careful not to
lose the large Buna-N O-ring
from underneath the cover).

3. Now lift up the brass colored,
circular top of the solenoid
(Photo 37).

4. Reapply electric power to the
unit.

5. Now insert a 3/16” socket key
Allen wrench down the center of
the solenoid base.While pushing
down firmly to manually close the

3.M2 Cylinder Bypass System
(Drawing: M03103, M03110 & M03111)
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3.M2.2.2 Solenoid ByPass Valve 
Replacement

Parts Required:

Solenoid S/A
Solenoid ByPass Valve Plug
Power Module Seal Kit

2. Remove the four 1/4-20 SHCS
from the manual bypass plate.
Some oil may flow from the
unit at this time.

3. Unscrew the bypass valve plug
from the plate and inspect both
parts for damage. Replace
one or both parts as needed.
Replace all O-rings. Inspect
the power module bypass seat
surface for damage (Photo 39).

4. Apply petroleum jelly to the O-
ring on the bypass valve stem
and screw it completely into
the plate.

5. Re-attach the manual bypass
plate to the power module with
the four 1/4-20 SHCS. A small
amount of petroleum jelly may
be applied to the O-rings to
keep them in place during
assembly.

6. Screw the 3/16" hex head in
until the plug just touches the
seat, then add 1/4 turn to seal
the valve (If the bypass plug
has previously been seated,
use 1/8 turn to seal the valve).

7. The unit is ready to test now. If
the bypass is still leaking, add
1/8 turn to the 3/16" hex. If at
this point the actuator is still
drifting, review the cylinder pis-
ton seals (3.M10) and the Flow
Matching Valves (3.M11).

3.M2 Cylinder Bypass System
(Drawing: M03103, M03110 & M03111)
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2. Re-attach the solenoid mount-
ing plate with the four 1/4-20
SHCS. Insert the solenoid
plunger into the housing.
There should be a thin metal
disk separating the solenoid
plunger from the housing.

3. Push the solenoid plunger into
the housing. Measure the
spacing between the plunger
flange and the housing using a
feeler gauge (Photo 41). The
spacing should be .015".
Adjust  the spacing as needed
by turning the screw on the end
of the plunger (Photo 42).

1. Remove process forces from
the unit. Remove electric
power from the unit; this will
cause the solenoid to open the
bypass valve and equalize the
cylinder pressure.

2. Remove the four 1/4-20 SHCS
from the solenoid cover.
Remove the four 1/4-20 SHCS
from the solenoid mounting
plate.

SOLENOID REPLACEMENT

1. If the solenoid needs replac-
ing, unscrew the two #8 nuts
and cut the solenoid leads
close to the solenoid. Attach
the new Solenoid S/A using a
threadlocker, and solder the
leads from the solenoid to the
two blue leads using heat-
shrink tubing (Photo 40).

3.M2 Cylinder Bypass System
(Drawing: M03103, M03110 & M03111)
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4. Re-attach the solenoid cover
with the four 1/4-20 SHCS.
The exterior solenoid button on
the cover should be able to
move .015"-020". This is
achieved by adjusting the
SHCS under the button (Photo
43). Typically backing the
screw off 7/8 of a turn from
seated is satisfactory.

5. Test the Solenoid Bypass Valve
by putting the control signal to
other than the fail position and
attach the power and re-attach-
ing it while the cylinder is mov-
ing (the spring will move the
cylinder during loss of power).
In both tests, the Bypass Valve
should engage immediately
and the cylinder should move
in the direction of the control
signal.

6. The Bypass Valve should also
be tested for "cylinder drift".
Load the elastic coupling and
observe for drift. If this test or

3.M2 Cylinder Bypass System
(Drawing: M03103, M03110 & M03111)
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that in #5 fails, readjustment of
the solenoid may be neces-
sary, or the problem may lie
elsewhere.

SOLENOID BYPASS VALVE
REPLACEMENT

1. Remove the four 1/4-20 SHCS
from the Solenoid Bypass
Plate. Some oil may flow from
the unit at this time.

2. Remove the Bypass Valve from
the plate and inspect both
parts and the spring for dam-
age. Replace any parts as
needed. Replace all O-rings.
Inspect the power module
bypass seat surface for dam-
age. If damage is found at the
seat area, call REXA.

3. Apply petroleum jelly to the
Bypass Valve and O-rings and
assemble into the Solenoid
Bypass Plate.

4. Re-attach the Solenoid Bypass
Plate to the power module with
the four 1/4-20 SHCS.

5. Re-attach the Solenoid
Mounting Plate and Solenoid
Cover calibrating the assembly
as specified in the "Solenoid
Replacement" section above.

6. Test the Solenoid Bypass Valve
as specified in the "Solenoid
Replacement" section above.

Photo 43
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On the top side of the hydraulic
power module, there is a reservoir
pressure relief valve (Photo 45).
This valve limits the pressure in the
oil reservoir to 50psi. Any excess oil
or air will be vented out through the
Reservoir Pressure  Relief Valve
when it is in an upward position.
Refer to Section 1 of the Installation
and Calibration Manual for oil fill
instructions.

3M3.1 Analysis

See attached chart (Fig. 3.M3.A).

THERMAL WEEPING

After refilling the oil reservoir or
when the actuator is exposed to an
increase in temperature, the reser-
voir pressure relief valve may weep
oil (Photo 46). This weeping is nor-
mal, and should stop once the tem-
perature has stabilized.

If the reservoir pressure relief valve
continues to weep after tempera-
ture has stabilized, and the unit is
not moving, check the sealing and
relief O-rings on the pressure relief
valve.

General

The oil reservoir is located on the
back right hand side of the actuator.
It is identified by a 1/2” diameter
indicator protruding from the cover
(Photo 44). When the reservoir is
full of oil, this indicator will extend
approximately 3/4”. It should be
refilled if it retracts to below 1/4”.

3.M3 Oil Reservoir
(Drawings: M03110, M03111 & M03103)
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3.M3 Oil Reservoir
(Drawings: M03110, M03111 & M03103)
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1. Drain the reservoir by opening the fill valve
(Photo 47).

2. Remove Reservoir Cover by unscrewing the
four 10-32 Allen Head Cap Screws.
Use Caution Not to Lose the Compressed Spring
Located Underneath the Cover (Photo 48).

3. Next, pull the Reservoir Piston out of the unit.
4. Inspect the Piston Seal and replace if neces-

sary (Photo 49).
5. Also inspect the Inside Bore of the Reservoir

for nicks and scratches.
6. Check that the buttonhead screw is tight and

that the indicator shaft is secure.
7. If buttonhead screw is loose, remove screw

and inspect O-Ring under the indicator shaft.
Replace O-Ring if necessary and reinsert
screw into shaft using a thread locking com-
pound.

1. Secure the reservoir piston from moving by
attaching a C-clamp to the oil level indicator
(Photo 50).

2. Remove the cylinder bypass plate (see sec-
tion 3.M2.2 Par 2 & 3).

3. Remove the reservoir relief valve by screwing
it counterclockwise (Photo 51).

4. Inspect the two O-rings for damage and replace
the relief valve if necessary.

5. Reinstall the reservoir pressure relief valve.
6. Reinstall the cylinder bypass system (see sec-

tion 3.M2).

Oil Leaking 
from Around 
Oil Reservoir 
Indicator

1. Reservoir
Piston Seal is
Worn.

2. Reservoir
Indicator seal
is worn or not
seated proper-
ly.

Analysis Signifies Repair

Oil Flows
from 
the Relief 
Valve During
Actuator 
Movement or
with no move-
ment

Thermal Weeping
(Normal operation
- See Analysis
3.M3.1)

Suction Check
Valves Stuck
(see Section
3.M6)

Relief Valve Seals

3.M3.2

Figure 3.M3.A
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SUCTION CHECK VALVES

A flow of oil from the relief valve
during actuator motion may indi-
cate a leaking suction check valve.
Please refer to section 3.M6.

3M3.2 Repair

See attached chart (Fig. 3.M3.A).

Parts Required:

Pressure Relief Valve
Power Module Seal Kit

3.M3 Oil Reservoir
(Drawings: M03110, M03111 & M03103)
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3.M3 Oil Reservoir
(Drawings: M03110, M03111 & M03103)
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General

All electraulic actuators are self con-
tained and pressure sealed from the
environment. Under normal opera-
tion, air, moisture and other contami-
nants cannot intrude into the
hydraulic circuit. Certain repair and
replacement procedures may intro-
duce unwanted air.

3.M4.1 Analysis

Some of the advantages of
hydraul-ic operation is derived from
the incompressibility of the fluid.
This produces an immediate
response to position changes, high
resolution without oscillation and
an insensitivity to external load
changes. An actuator with air in the
hydraulic system will exhibit slug-
gish or spongy operation and not
reach its peak performance. Any
time that the hydraulic boundary
(O-ring) is broken, the actuator
should be purged of unwanted air.

3.M4 Air Purging the Actuator
(Drawings: M03106, M03110 & M03111)
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bypass valve is being used dis-
connect the leads at the termi-
nal strip of the PCP.
(CAUTION: Electric power
should be removed from the
unit before disconnecting
the solenoid leads. Electric
power should then be re-
connected to continue the
air purge procedure).

3. Remove the two 10-32 button
head bleed screws from the
cylinder on linear units, (Photo
52) or from the adapter plate
on rotary units (Photo 53).
Special adapter fittings (Part
No. K03277) are available from
Rexa for attaching 1/4” plastic
tubing to bleed screw ports to
divert oil bleed from the system
into a container (Photo 54).

3.M4.2 Repair

Parts Required:

None

1. If possible, drive the actuator to
its fully extended position 
(linear), or fully clockwise
(rotary).

2. Equalize the pressure on both
sides of the cylinder. Open the
bypass valve by either loosen-
ing the 3/16” hexhead located
on top of the power module
(Photo 46); or if a solenoid

3.M4 Air Purging the Actuator
(Drawings: M03106, M03110 & M03111)
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8. When no more air is seen in
the oil exiting through the bleed
ports, disconnect the tubing (if
used) and reinstall the bleed
screws being careful not to
over tighten them.

9. Re-tighten the bypass valve, or
re-apply power to the solenoid.
(CAUTION: Electric Power
should be removed from the
unit before re-connecting the
solenoid.) 

10. Stroke the actuator back and
forth a few times and refill the
oil reservoir as needed.

11. Move the actuator to each end
of the cylinder and "Burp"
(purge) any air by momentarily
opening the appropriate bleed
screw.

Using clear plastic hose
attached to the adapters
allows air bubbles to be viewed
easily.

4. Orient the actuator so that the
bleed screws are not facing
downward.

5. Attach the oil fill gun to the
reservoir fill plug.

6. Run the pump in setup manual
mode (at a speed setting of 30
or less) for about 5 seconds
repeatedly in each direction.

Note:
The actuator will not move
because the bypass valve is
open.

7. Any air in the system will be
expelled through the purge
ports by this repeated cycling
of the pump in each direction.
As air is purged, the reservoir
will supply oil to the system.
Insure that during the purging
procedure, the reservoir is not
allowed to run out of oil by
keeping close watch on the oil
level indicator, and filling as
needed.

3.M4 Air Purging the Actuator
(Drawings: M03106, M03110 & M03111)
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5000 PSI gauges to the purge
ports (Photo 55).

4. Close the manual bypass on
fail in place units or reconnect
the electric power on spring fail
units.

5. In setup manual mode, run the
actuator at a speed setting of
70 in one direction and record
the difference in readings from
both of the gauges. In most
cases, the largest differential
will occur at the cylinder end
points when the motor stalls.

6. Do the same in the other direc-
tion.

7. The differential pressures for
both directions must be at least
2000 psi for all Rexa actuators.

General

If the Rexa actuator fails to move
under load, it is possible that there
is an internal leak or the pump is
producing inadequate pressure.
Use the pressure gauge adapters
and the steps below to help diag-
nose an internal pressure problem.

3.M5.1 Analysis

A set of pressure gauge adapters
(Rexa Part No. K03278) are need-
ed to perform this procedure.

1. Position the actuator to an
unloaded point of travel by
opening the bypass valve on
fail in place units or by discon-
necting the electric power on
spring fail units.

2. Remove the two 10-32 button
head bleed screws from the
cylinder on linear units (Photo
52) or from the adapter plate
on rotary units (Photo 53).

3. Using the adapter, attach two

3.M5 Hydraulic Pressure Check
(Drawings: M03110, M0311, & M03106)
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3. Pull the reservoir piston out of
the unit (Photo 49).

4. With a 1/8" socket key, gently
push the ball in the center of
each check valve. The ball
should be able to be pushed
and spring returned to the seat
(approximately 3/16") without
sticking (Photo 57).

5. Run the actuator in both direc-
tions and observe to see if oil
leaks past either valve (Photo
58).

6. If leakage is observed, replace
the valves.

3.M6.2 Repair

General

Suction check valves isolate the
reservoir from high pressure fluid
yet allow any required make up oil
to be drawn into the system (Photo
56). These valves are located in the
reservoir.

3.M6.1 Analysis

1. Drain the reservoir by depress-
ing the pneumatic style
("Schrader") fill valve while
pushing in the reservoir indica-
tor (Photo 47).

2. Remove reservoir cover by
unscrewing the four 10-32 sock-
et cap screws. Use caution not
to lose the compressed spring
located underneath the cover
(Photo 48).

3.M6 Suction / Check  (S/C) Valves
(Drawing: M03103)
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Parts Required:

S/C Valve Kit

1. Remove the 1/4-20 button head
screw located between the two
suction check valves (Photo 58).

2. Thread a 10-32 screw into each
S/C valve and pull straight out.
Remove the existing springs
and ball. If the S/C valve is not
threaded for removal, clamp a
good pair of needle nose pliers
onto the edge.

3. Insert the spring and ball into
the suction check valve cavity. If
the spring and ball will not stay
in the cavity, coat the ball with
petroleum jelly so that is will
stick to the valve body. Apply
petroleum jelly to the S/C O-ring
and insert into the cavity. The
valves must be inserted straight
to avoid damaging the O-ring.

3.M6 Suction / Check  (S/C) Valves
(Drawing: M03103)
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General

The drive train (motor, pump/motor
coupling and pump) must be free to
rotate in both directions by hand.

3.M7.1 Analysis

1. Disconnect electric power from
the actuator or place the actua-
tor into setup mode. Try using
the handwheel to move the unit
(Photo 59). If a handwheel is
unavailable, then unscrew  the
cap on the back of the motor to
expose the motor shaft (Photo
60). A wrench can be used to
turn the shaft.

2. The motor, coupling and pump
should turn reasonably free with
a slight detent feel.

3.M7 Drive Train
(Drawing: M03105)
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motor should turn with a mild
detent feel.

5. If the motor will not turn, it must
be replaced.

6. If the motor turns freely, then
check the pump as described in
Section 3.M1.

3M8.2 Repair

Motor Replacement 

Parts Required:

Stepper Motor
Motor Seal

1. Remove electric power from the
unit.

2. Open the actuator junction box
and disconnect the motor wires
(Green/Black pair and
Red/Black pair on the cable
side).

3. Remove the four 10-32 SHCS
from the thermostat cavity cover
and remove the cover.

4. Remove the four 10-32 SHCS
from the motor face flange.

General

The stepping motor transfers the
electrical pulses from the driver into
rotary motion.

The stepping motor is directly cou-
pled to a reversible hydraulic gear
pump. The motor rotates only when
a change in actuator position is
required.

3.M8.1 Analysis

If the actuator motor does not turn,
follow the steps below:

1. Remove electric power from the
unit.

2. Disconnect the motor from the
standoff by removing the four
cap screws from the motor face
flange.

3. Without pulling the motor wires,
tilt the motor out of the
pump/motor coupling (Photo
31).

4. Turn the motor shaft with the
handwheel or wrench. The

3.M8 Stepping Motor - Mechanical
(Drawings: M03110, M03111, & M03105)
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8. Replace the four 10-32 Socket
Head Cap Screws into the
motor face flange.

9. Check that the motor and pump
turn freely with a mild detent
feel.

10.Reconnect the motor wires to
the cable and replace the wire
nuts.

5. Carefully remove the motor from
the actuator while guiding the
motor wires from the actuator
junction box, through the ther-
mostat cavity and out of the
actuator.

6. If the motor seal comes away
from the actuator or is on the
motor shaft, reinsert it into the
actuator (see 3.M10.2.1). If the
motor wire hole O-ring seal
comes away from the actuator,
reinsert it into the actuator.
These parts should be replaced
if there is any indication of dam-
age.

7. Install the new motor onto the
actuator. Guide the motor wires
into the motor wire hole, through
the thermostat cavity and into
the actuator junction box. Take
extra precaution to insure that
insulation is not stripped from
the motor wires. Wipe all excess
oil from the mounting area.
Insert the motor shaft into the
pump cavity and rotate the shaft
until it mates properly with the
pump coupling.

3.M8 Stepping Motor - Mechanical
(Drawings: M03110, M03111, & M03105)
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General

The elastic coupling is used to apply a controlled load at the seated position
with linear (L series) actuators. The elastic coupling is attached to the actu-
ator between the stem and the drive device. Most valves are down seating
and require a compression coupling.

3.M9.1 Identification

Rexa offers two types of compression elastic couplings. One has an open
frame construction. See figure 9-1. The second type has a closed frame
construction. See figure 9-2.

3.M9.2 Open Spring Compression Load Type Elastic Coupling

3.M9 Elastic Couplings
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NOTE:
Replacement of elastic coupling will require removing the unit from service.
Tag and lockout the unit for repair in accordance with local procedures.

Elastic Coupling Replacement Procedure.

1. Remove any external loads from the actuator. Both pressure
gauges should read zero.

2. Remove the elastic coupling from the valve stem and actuator
shaft by unthreading it from each end.

3. Remove the set screw (5) located in the thread hole of the actua-
tor stem adapter (3).

4. Compress the elastic coupling until the load pin (4) moves to the
center of the hole in the actuator stem adapter (3). This removes
the internal spring load from the load pin (4).

5. Push the load pin (4) out.
6. Slowly release the pressure on the coupling and note the

arrangement of the spring washers (1).
7. Replace or modify components as necessary.
8. Reassemble by placing the stroke indicator (6), spacer (7), spring

washer (1) stack and actuator stem adapter (3) over the spring
stop (2).

9. Line up the spring stop (2) hole with the actuator stem adapter
(3) slot. Compress the spring washers (1) until the hole and slot
line up.

10. Insert the load pin (4) into the hole. Make sure the flat on the pin
is facing the set screw hole.

11. Slowly release the pressure on the spring washers (1).
12. Install the set screw using a thread lock.

3.M9 Elastic Couplings
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3.M9.3 Closed Spring Compression Load Type Elastic Coupling

NOTE:
Replacement of elastic coupling will require removing the unit from service.
Tag and lockout the unit for repair in accordance with local procedures.

Elastic Coupling Replacement Procedure.

1. Remove any external loads from the actuator. The pressure
gauges both should read zero.

2. Remove the elastic coupling from the valve stem and actuator
shaft by unthreading it from each end.

3. Compress the elastic coupling until the seating indicator starts to
move.

4. Remove the set screw located in the thread hole of the actuator
stem adapter. Similar to step 3 of the open frame type.

5. Slowly release the pressure on the coupling. and note the
arrangement of the spring washers.

6. Remove the top plate. Do not lose the seating indicator and
spring which is under the plate.

7. Remove the cylindrical wall and note the arrangement of the
spring washers.

8. Replace or modify components as necessary.
9. Reassemble by placing the stroke indicator, spring washer stack,

cylindrical wall and actuator stem adapter over the valve step
adapter.

10. Place the seating indicator and spring on the actuator shaft
adapter and fit the cover plate on so that the seating indicator
slides into the hole. Rotate the top plate so that the indicator is
not beside the wrench flats on the actuator shaft.

11. Compress the elastic coupling until all the parts fit together and
the seating indicator starts to move.

12. Install the set screw using a thread lock.

3.M9 Elastic Couplings
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3.M9.4 Closed Spring Tension Load Type Elastic Coupling

NOTE:
Replacement of elastic coupling will require removing the unit from service.
Tag and lockout the unit for repair in accordance with local procedures.

General

The tension load elastic coupling is very similar to the compression elastic
coupling. The main difference is in how the disk springs and the actuator
adapter shaft interact. In a compression elastic coupling the actuator shaft
adapter typically compresses the disk springs from the top. In a tension elas-
tic coupling they are compressed from the bottom.

Elastic Coupling Replacement Procedure.

Repair and replacement procedures are similar to those in the closed spring
compression load type coupling. For details please reference that section.

3.M9 Elastic Couplings
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blies. Verify the location of the seam
that is leaking.

3.M10.1.2 Leaks at Cylinder Bushings

Seals between sliding surfaces such
as the piston ring can be subject to
wear. Misalignment between the
actuator and driven device will cause
accelerated wear.

If the cylinder bushings appear to
be leaking where the piston exits
the cylinder (linear units only), it
could be an alignment problem
between the piston and the valve
stem (see Section 3.T2). Side load-
ing will wear the sides of the bush-
ings, piston seal, and O-rings.
When checking for bushing leaks,
also check the top bushing located
under the feedback cover.

3.M10.1.3 Leaks at Piston Seal

If the shaft appears to be drifting,
this may indicate that the piston
seal is damaged. The scope of this
manual only includes the linear
cylinders. Piston Seal leaks can
occur if the shaft is side loaded or
foreign matter is present in the oil
that will degrade the piston seal
and possibly the cylinder bore.

General

External oil leaks are rare, but they
can be insidious. Mating seams,
indentations and other surface dis-
continuities make the source of a
leak difficult to discern. Depending
upon the source and magnitude of
the leak, the actuator may operate
normally, erratically or not at all.

3.M10.1 Analysis

If the origin of the leak is unknown,
wipe the unit down with a dry rag
and refill with oil if necessary. Run
the unit back and forth and observe
cylinder bushings, the seams
between the blocks that comprise
the power module, etc.

3.M10.1.1 Seam Leaks

Seam leaks are usually caused by a
failed O-ring between sub-assem-

3.M10 Oil Leaks
(Drawings: M03106, M03110 & M03111)
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the bad seal and replace with a
new one (Photo 65 & Photo
66).*

3.M10.2 Repair 

In most cases an oil leak is correct-
ed by replacement of the damaged
O-ring. Since identification of the
damaged O-ring is sometimes diffi-
cult, it is recommended that all visi-
ble seals be replaced.

3.M10.2.1 Seam Leaks

Motor
(Oil is leaking between Motor and
Pump Block)

Parts Required

Power Module Seal Kit

1. Remove electric line power from
the unit.

2. Remove wire connections to the
four motor wires (refer to
Section 3 of the Installation and
Calibration Manual).

3. Remove the four socket head
cap screws on the corners of
the motor.

4. Without pulling the motor wires
down the 3/4” nipple, remove

3.M10 Oil Leaks
(Drawings: M03106, M03110 & M03111)
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O-Ring

* Note: The side of
this seal with the O-
ring goes toward
the actuator and
away from the
motor. Also, in order
for the motor to be
installed, the seal
must be recessed
in the pump stand-
off block before
attempting to rein-
stall the motor
(Photo 66).

Photo 65
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5. Replace the 10 O-ring seals.
The FMV should be replaced if
there is damage to the surface.

3.M10.2.2 Cylinder Bushing Seals

1. Remove electric power from the
unit.

2. Equalize the cylinder pressure
in non-spring fail units (Spring
fail units should equalize upon
removing electric power). Do
this by opening the manual
bypass.

FMV Seam

1. Remove electric power from the
unit.

2. Equalize the cylinder pressure
in non-spring fail units (Spring
fail units should equalize upon
removing the electric power). Do
this by opening the manual
bypass.

3. Remove the F.M.V. by removing
the eight 10-32 SHCS.

4. Inspect the actuator surface for
possible causes of leaks.
Contact REXA if surface is dam-
aged.

3.M10 Oil Leaks
(Drawings: M03110 & M03111)
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11. Lubricate and reinstall the
bushing into the cylinder.
Replace the retainer ring and
seal retainer using thread lock-
er on the screws.

12. Reassemble the feedback
assembly using thread locker
on all threaded parts.

13. The unit must be purged of air
after reassembling of the cylin-
der (see section 3.M4).

14. Reassemble the spring fail
assembly if one exists.

15. Install unit and check the setup
parameters.

3.M10.2.3 Cylinder Piston Seal

1. Remove electric power from the
unit.

2. Equalize the cylinder pressure in
non-spring fail units (Spring fail
units should equalize upon
removing electric power). Do
this by opening the manual
bypass.

3. Follow the operations 3 through
8 of the procedures for Cylinder
Bushing Seal replacement.

4. At this point the Shaft/Piston
Assembly should slip out of the
cylinder body.

5. Inspect the cylinder bore and
shaft for wear or scratches.

3. Remove the unit from the driv-
en device so that the cylinder
shaft can be over extended.

4. If the unit is a spring fail, then
remove the spring assembly.
Take measurements to aid in
reassembling.

5. Remove the cylinder feedback
cover. Disconnect the feed-
back arm from the cylinder
shaft and potentiometer. The
anti-rotation rod will have to be
removed.

6. Remove the seal retainer from
the leaking bushing.

7. Remove the retaining ring from
the leaking bushing with a
small screw driver.

8. Using a rubber mallet, drive
the cylinder shaft in the direc-
tion towards the leaky bushing.
The bushing will be forced out
with this action.

9. Once the bushing is out,
inspect it for seal degradation
and side wear. Inspect the
seating surface within the
cylinder for possible causes of
leaks.

10. Remove the O-rings and other
seals from the bushing and
replace with new ones.
Replace the bushing if it is
damaged.

3.M10 Oil Leaks
(Drawings: M03110, & M03111)
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6. Remove the piston seal. Do not
scratch or otherwise damage
the seal seating surface.
Replace with new piston seal.

7. There is a seal between the pis-
ton and shaft that may need to
be replaced. Remove the snap
ring holding the piston in place.
Remove the split rings and pis-
ton from the shaft. Carefully
remove the O-ring from the shaft
and inspect for damage.

8. Re-install the Piston/Shaft
Assembly into the cylinder.
Follow the operations 11
through 15 of the procedures for
Cylinder Bushing Seals replace-
ment.

3.M10 Oil Leaks
(Drawings: M03110, & M03111)
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from retracting into reservoir
block (Photo 50).

4. Now remove the eight 10-32
socket head cap screws from
the FMV module (Photo 68). A
small bleed of oil from the mani-
fold block is normal. This will
continue until the pressure in
the reservoir is relieved by the
C-clamp (Photo 32).

5. Replace all O-rings and install
the new FMV module. This mod-
ule can only be installed one
way.

6. Refer to Section 3.M4 to purge
any air and refill unit with oil.

General

This module is responsible for
allowing the Rexa actuator to lock
in its last position without continu-
ous operation of the pump and
motor.

See Appendix B for an in-depth 
theory of operation on the FMV mod-
ule.

3.M11.2 Repair

Parts Required:

Power Module Seal Kit
FMV Block

There are no serviceable parts
within the flow match valve. The
entire block must be replaced.

1. Remove electric power from the
unit.

2. Open bypass valve on fail in
place units (Photo 35).

3. To keep the reservoir from emp-
tying, attach a C-clamp to the oil
level indicator in a manner
which will prevent the indicator

3.M11 Flow Matching Valve (FMV) Module
(Drawings: M03110, M03111, & M03099)
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General

The current linear block cylinder line consists of five models. These models
equate to force outputs of 500 lb, 1 200 lb, 2 000 lb, 4 000 lb and 10 000 lb.
Each of these models comes in different length stroke options typically 2", 4"
and 6". To identify the model/size of your cylinder reference the model num-
ber. The first digit will be an L signifying it is a linear stroke. The next three to
five digits before the dash is the thrust output. For more details on the part
numbering system reference the section on Model numbering in the trouble
shooting and repair manual. You can also confirm the output by measuring
the shank diameter and reference the table below.

3.M12.1  Cylinder Removal Procedure for All Rexa Block Cylinders

NOTE:
Tagout and lockout the unit for repair in accordance with local procedures.
Repair of the linear cylinder will require removing the unit from service.

Due to the large number of custom applications of REXA actuators, this
manual does not show the exact steps to separate the power module but
rather the general procedure that should be followed.

1. Remove any external loads or springs attached to the unit before
attempting any service. In some cases the power will be needed
to remove these loads. Note: Failure to remove loads on the
actuator properly can result in injury or death.

2. Clamp the reservoir indicator to prevent oil from draining out of
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7/8" L1200

9/16" L2000
1" L4000

1-5/16” L10000
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the power module when disconnecting tubing.
3. Clean the module thoroughly. It is important that no contaminants

enter the internals of the actuator.
4. Remove the power module from the cylinder.
5. Remove the cylinder from it's mounting.
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3.M12.2   L500, L1200 and L2000 Cylinder Rebuild Procedure for 
¾ Inch, 2 Inch, 4 Inch and 6 Inch Stroke Units

Parts Required:
L500 Cylinder Seal Kit P/N: K01749 
L1200 Cylinder Seal Kit P/N: K08551 
L2000 Cylinder Seal Kit P/N: K01751 

A. Feedback Removal.

Figure 3-1
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Disassembly
1. Refer to figure 3-1 and remove the four #10-32 screws (15) and

lock washers (14).
2. Remove the feedback cover (8) and O-ring (9). The O-ring can be

thrown out once the replacement is identified from the rebuild kit.
3. Remove the two #6-32 SHCS (7) and lock washers (14) to

remove the circuit board bracket (4).
4. Remove the shoulder screw (5) and hex nut (6). Remove the 3

spring washers (13). Holding the potentiometer (2) rod unscrew
the feedback arm (3).

5. Remove the retaining ring (16), anti-rotation rod (17) and the
potentiometer (2).

6. Jump to bushing rebuild Section B to continue disassembly.

Reassembly
1. Slide the potentiometer (2) into the pot hole in the cylinder (1)

insuring the cable slides into it's slot. Snap the retaining ring (16)
into the ring groove above the pot.

2. Screw the feed back arm (3) onto the potentiometer (2). Thread
the hex nut (6) on. Anytime the pot is removed you will need to
adjust the pot height.

3. Align the 3 spring washers (13) to the end of the shank. Spin the
take off arm (3) over the spring washers (13) and line up the
holes. Install the shoulder screw (5).

4. Screw in the anti rotation rod (17).
5. Align the circuit board bracket (4) with it's mounting hole on the

cylinder and install the two SHCS (7) and lock washer (14).
6. Install a new o-ring (9) into the cover (8). Petroleum jelly can be

used to hold the o-ring from falling out.
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B. Bushing Rebuild.

Figure 3-2

CAUTION:
While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution due to oil dis-
charging from unprotected ports.

Disassembly

1. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead blow hammer or soft face
mallet. Stroke the cylinder by striking it with a dead blow ham-
mer from end to end with the open SAE ports over an oil drain
bucket. Read caution above.

2. Refer to figure 3-2 and remove the two set screws (7).
3. Using a spanner wrench remove the bushing retainer (2).
4. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead blow hammer or soft face

mallet. Hammer the opposite end of the shaft to force the bush-
ing (3) out.

5. Use a pick to remove the rod wiper (6), o-ring (5) and the two rod
seals (4). These items can be throw out once the replacement
parts are located from the rebuild kit.
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6. Repeat steps 2-5 on the opposite end. NOTE: If there is a spac-
er sleeve on the piston rod it needs to be reassembled on the
same side or damage and improper operation may result.

Cleaning and Inspection

1. Clean the bushings (3) in solvent and dry.
2. Inspect the bushing (3) bore for damage. If any visual marks can

be felt by the touch in the bushing (3) bore then the bushing (3)
will need to be replaced.

3. Continue to section C to complete disassembly.

Reassembly

1. Install the new rod wiper (6) with the pointed edge out. Install the
new o-ring (5) into the o-ring groove on the outside of the bush-
ing (3).

2. Install the new rod seals (4) into the seal grooves. The o-ring side
must face the cylinder body. Installing these backwards will cause
the seals to fail.

3. Coat the o-ring (5) and seals (4&6) with petroleum jelly for lubri-
cation during installation.

4. Slide the bushing (3) into the cylinder body (1).
5. Use a removable medium grade thread lock on the bushing

retainer (2) and screw it into the cylinder body. Tighten with span-
ner wrench.

6. Slide the piston assembly into the cylinder bore insure the orien-
tation of the output end. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead
blow hammer or soft face mallet. Hammer the assembly in if nec-
essary.

7. Use a thread lock and install the two set screws (7) into the cylin-
der body. Turn the screws 1 ¼ turns once you feel the nylon bot-
tom.

8. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for the opposite end of the cylinder.
9. Continue back to the feedback reassembly Section A to complete

the rebuild.
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C. Shank Rebuild.

CAUTION:
While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution due to oil dis-
charging from unprotected ports.

Figure 3-3

Disassembly

1. Refer to figure 3-3 and remove the retaining ring (6). Care must
be taken not to scratch the shaft finish.

2. Slide the split ring retainer (5) off exposing the first set of split
rings (2).

3. Separate the split rings (2) and slide the piston disk (3) off. The
second set of split rings (2) should now fall off.

4. Remove the o-ring (7) from the piston shank (1) and both piston
seals (4) from the piston disk (3). These three items can be
thrown out once you have located the new replacements from
your rebuild kit.

Inspect and Clean

1. Clean the piston shaft (2), piston (3), split ring retainer (4), split
rings (5) and the retaining rings (6) in solvent and dry. Insure no
residue or contaminants remain.
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2. Inspect the piston shaft (1) for scratches. If you can detect
scratches by running your finger nail around the shaft (1) then
the shaft (1) will need to be replaced. Reference parts list in fig-
ure 3-3 when ordering replacement parts.

3. Inspect the piston disk (3) for any burs around the outer surface
that would scratch into the cylinder bore. If burs are found replace
the piston disk.

4. Clean the cylinder bore in solvent and dry. Be very cautious not
to get contaminants into the ports. If any contaminates get into
the system they could cause drifting problems.

5. Inspect the bore for wear or scratches. If the anodizing has worn
through or any scuff marks can be felt replace the cylinder body.
Reference figure 3-1 for part numbers. Insure any new cylinders
have ball plugs installed before reassembly.

Reassembly

1. Slide the new o-ring (7) into the o-ring groove of the shank (1).
O-ring groove is located between the two identical split ring
grooves. Coat the o-ring (7) with petroleum jelly to lubricate.

2. Slide the new piston seals (4) into the piston disk (3). Note the 
o-ring side of the seals must face away from each other.
Improper orientation will cause the seals to leak.

3. Install one set of split rings (2) into the lower split ring slot of the
shank (1).

4. Slide the piston (3) on from the top insuring the counter bore fits
over the split ring (2).

5. Install the second set of split rings (2) into the upper slot on the
shank (1).

6. Slide the split ring retainer (5) over the second set of split rings
(2). Note the split ring retailer can only go on one way and should
set flush to the piston disk (3).

7. Install the retaining ring (6).
8. Coat the new piston seals (4) with petroleum jelly to lubricate.

Continue back to the bushing rebuild reassembly Section B to
continue the rebuild.
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3.M12.3   L4000 Cylinder Rebuild Procedure for ¾ Inch, 2 Inch and 
4 Inch Stroke Units

Parts Required:
Cylinder Seal Kit P/N: K01752 

B. Feedback Removal

Figure 3-4

Disassembly

1. Refer to figure 3-4 and remove the four #1/4-20 screws (15) and
lock washers (16).

2. Remove the feedback cover (14) and o-ring (17). The o-ring can be
thrown out once the replacement is identified from the rebuild kit.

3. Remove the 1/4-20 SHCS (13) to remove the circuit board 
bracket (9).
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4. Remove the shoulder screw (7) and hex nut (6). Remove the 3
spring washers (4). Holding the potentiometer (2) rod unscrew
the feedback arm (5).

5. Remove the retaining ring (3), anti rotation rod (8) and the poten-
tiometer (2).

6. Jump to bushing rebuild Section B to continue disassembly.

Reassembly

1. Slide the potentiometer (2) into the pot hole in the cylinder (1)
insuring the cable slides into it's slot. Snap the retaining ring (3)
into the ring groove above the pot.

2. Screw the feed back arm (5) onto the potentiometer (2). Thread
the hex nut (6) on. Anytime the pot is removed you will need to
adjust the pot height.

3. Align the 3 spring washers (4) to the end of the shank. Spin the
take off arm (5) over the spring washers (4) and line up the
holes. Install the shoulder screw (7).

4. Screw in the anti rotation rod (8).
5. Align the circuit board bracket (9) with it's mounting hole on the

cylinder and install the SHCS (13).
6. Install a new o-ring (17) into the cover (14). Petroleum jelly can

be used to hold the o-ring from falling out.
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B. Bushing Rebuild.

Figure 3-5

CAUTION:
While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution due to oil dis-
charging from unprotected ports.

Disassembly

1. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead blow hammer or soft face
mallet. Stroke the cylinder by striking it with a dead blow hammer
from end to end with the open SAE ports over an oil drain bucket.
Read caution above.

2. Refer to figure 3-5 and remove the two set screws (7).
3. Using a spanner wrench remove the bushing retainer (2).
4. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead blow hammer or soft face

mallet. Hammer the opposite end of the shaft to force the bush-
ing (3) out.

5. Use a pick to remove the rod wiper (6), o-ring (4) and the two rod
seals (5). These items can be throw out once the replacement
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parts are located from the rebuild kit.
6. Repeat steps 2-5 on the opposite end. NOTE: If there is a spac-

er sleeve on the piston rod it needs to be reassembled on the
same side or damage and improper operation may result.

Cleaning and Inspection

1. Clean the bushings (3) in solvent and dry.
2. Inspect the bushing (3) bore for damage. If any visual marks can

be felt by the touch in the bushing (3) bore then the bushing (3)
will need to be replaced.

3. Continue to section C to complete disassembly.

Reassembly

1. Install the new rod wiper (6) with the pointed edge out. Install the
new o-ring (4) into the o-ring groove on the outside of the bush-
ing (3).

2. Install the new rod seals (5) into the seal grooves. The o-ring
side must face the cylinder body. Installing these backwards will
cause the seals to fail.

3. Coat the o-ring (4) and seals (5&6) with petroleum jelly for lubri-
cation during installation.

4. Slide the bushing (3) into the cylinder body (1).
5. Use a thread lock on the bushing retainer (2) and screw it into

the cylinder body. Tighten with spanner wrench.
6. Use a thread lock and install the two set screws (7) into the cylin-

der body. Turn the screws 1 turn once you feel the nylon bottom.
7. Slide the piston assembly into the cylinder bore insure the orien-

tation of the output end. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead
blow hammer or soft face mallet. Hammer the assembly in if nec-
essary.

8. Repeat steps 1 through 6 for the opposite end of the cylinder.
9. Continue back to the feedback reassembly Section A to complete

the rebuild.
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B. Shank Rebuild.

CAUTION:
While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution due to oil dis-
charging from unprotected ports.

Figure 3-6

Disassembly

1. Refer to figure 3-6 and remove the retaining ring (6). Care must
be taken not to scratch the shaft finish.

2. Slide the split ring retainer (5) off exposing the first set of split
rings (2).

3. Separate the split rings (2) and slide the piston disk (3) off. The
second set of split rings (2) should now fall off.

4. Remove the o-ring (7) from the piston shank (1) and both piston
seals (4) from the piston disk (3). These three items can be
thrown out once you have located the new replacements from
your rebuild kit.

Inspect and Clean

1. Clean the piston shaft (2), piston (3), split ring retainer (4), split
rings (5) and the retaining rings (6) in solvent and dry.
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Insure no residue or contaminants remain.
2. Inspect the piston shaft (1) for scratches. If you can detect

scratches by running your finger nail around the shaft (1) then
the shaft (1) will need to be replaced. Reference parts list in fig-
ure 3-4 when ordering replacement parts.

3. Inspect the piston disk (3) for any burs around the outer surface
that would scratch into the cylinder bore. If burs are found replace
the piston disk.

4. Clean the cylinder bore in solvent and dry. Be very cautious not
to get contaminants into the ports. If any contaminates get into
the system they could cause drifting problems.

5. Inspect the bore for wear or scratches. If the anodizing has worn
through or any scuff marks can be felt replace the cylinder body.
Reference figure 3-4 for part numbers. Insure any new cylinders
have ball plugs installed before reassembly.

Reassembly

1. Slide the new o-ring (7) into the o-ring groove of the shank (1).
Coat the o-ring (7) with petroleum jelly to lubricate.

2. Slide the new piston seals (4) into the piston disk (3). Note the o-
ring side of the seals must face away from each other. Improper
orientation will cause the seals to leak.

3. Install one set of split rings (2) into the lower split ring slot of the
shank (1).

4. Slide the piston (3) on from the top insuring the counter bore fits
over the split ring (2).

5. Install the second set of split rings (2) into the upper slot on the
shank (1).

6. Slide the split ring retainer (5) over the second set of split rings
(2). Note the split ring retailer can only go on one way and should
set flush to the piston disk (3).

7. Install the retaining ring (6).
8. Coat the new piston seals (4) with petroleum jelly to lubricate.

Continue back to the bushing rebuild reassembly and feedback
reassembly to complete the rebuild.
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3M12.4   L10000 Cylinder Rebuild Procedure for 2 Inch and 6 Inch 
Stroke Units

Parts Required:
Cylinder Seal Kit P/N: K05069

A. Feedback removal.

Figure 3-7

Disassembly

1. Refer to figure 3-7 and remove the four 1/4-20 screws (10) and
lock washers (9).

2. Remove the cover (8) and O-ring (7). The O-ring can be thrown
out once the replacement is identified from the rebuild kit.

3. Remove the pan head screw (6) and lock washer (5) to remove
the circuit board bracket (3).

4. Remove the shoulder screw (4) and hex nut (12). Remove the 3
spring washers (13). Holding the potentiometer (2) rod unscrew
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the take off arm (16).
5. Remove the retaining ring (11), anti rotation rod (17) and the

potentiometer (2).
6. Continue to bushing rebuild to continue disassembly.

Reassembly

1. Slide the potentiometer (2) into the pot hole in the cylinder (1)
insuring the cable slides into its slot. Snap the retaining ring (11)
into the ring groove above the pot.

2. Screw the take off arm (16) onto the potentiometer (2). Thread
the hex nut (12) on. Anytime the pot is removed you will need to
adjust the pot height.

3. Align the 3 spring washers (13) to the end of the shank. Spin the
take off arm (16) over the spring washers (13) and line up the
holes. Install the shoulder screw (4).

4. Screw in the anti rotation rod (17).
5. Align the circuit board bracket (3) with its mounting hole on the

cylinder and install the pan head screw (6) and lock washer (5).
6. Install a new o-ring (7) into the cover (8). Petroleum jelly can be

used to hold the o-ring from falling out.
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B. Top Bushing Rebuild.

Figure 3-8

CAUTION:
While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution due to oil dis-
charging from unprotected ports.

Disassembly

1. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead blow hammer or soft face
mallet. Stroke the cylinder by striking it with a dead blow ham-
mer from end to end with the open SAE ports over an oil drain
bucket. Read caution above.

2. Refer to figure 3-8 and remove the four 1/4-20 screws (5) and
four lock washers (4).

3. Screw two of the 1/4-20 screws (5) into the threaded holes of the
bushing (1) to force it out.

4. Use a pick to remove the rod wiper (2), o-ring (6) and the two rod
seals (3). These items can be thrown out once the replacement
parts are located from the rebuild kit.

Cleaning and Inspection

1. Clean the bushing in solvent and dry.
2. Inspect the bushing bore for damage. If any visual marks can be
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felt by touch in the bushing (1) bore, the bushing (1) will need to
be replaced.

3. Continue to section C to complete disassembly.

Reassembly

1. Install the new rod wiper (2) with the pointed edge out. Install the
new o-ring (6) into the o-ring groove on the outside of the bush-
ing (1).

2. Install the new rod seals (3) into the seal grooves. The o-ring side
must face the cylinder body. Installing these backwards will cause
the seals to fail.

3. Coat the o-ring and seals with petroleum jelly for lubrication dur-
ing installation.

4. After the end cap and shaft sections have been completed slide
the bushing over the shank and into place. Insure that the screw
holes line up. Install the four 1/4-20 screws (5) and four lock
washers (4). Use a thread lock on the screws and torque to 100
lb·in .

5. Slide the piston assembly into the cylinder bore. NOTE: To pre-
vent damage, use a dead blow hammer or soft face mallet.
Hammer the assembly in if necessary. Note the orientation of the
shank's output end goes in last.

6. Continue back to the end cap rebuild reassembly Section C to
continue the rebuild.
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C. End Cap Rebuild.
Figure 3-9

CAUTION:
While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution due to oil dis-
charging from unprotected ports.

Disassembly

1. Refer to figure 3-9 and remove the eight 1/2-13 screws (5) and
eight lock washers (4).

2. NOTE: To prevent damage, use a dead blow hammer or soft face
mallet. Hammer on the opposite end of the shaft to drive the end
cap (1) out. The Shaft assembly should also come out; reference
section D shaft rebuild section for rebuild. NOTE: If there is a
spacer sleeve on the piston rod it needs to be reassembled on
the same side or damage and improper operation may result.

3. Use a pick to remove the rod wiper (2), o-ring (6), o-ring (7) and
the two rod seals (3). These items can be throw out once the
replacement parts are located from the rebuild kit.
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Cleaning and Inspection

1. Clean the end cap in solvent and dry.
2. Inspect the end cap (1) for damage. If any visual marks can be

felt by touch in the end cap (1) bore, then end cap (1) will need to
be replaced.

3. Continue to section D Piston shank rebuild before reassembly.

Reassembly

1. Install the new rod wiper (2) with the pointed edge out. Install the
new o-rings (6 & 7) into the appropriate o-ring grooves.

2. Install the new rod seals (3) into the seal grooves. The o-ring side
must face the cylinder body. Installing these backwards will cause
the seals to fail.

3. Coat the o-ring and seals with petroleum jelly for lubrication dur-
ing installation. Slide the end cap over the piston rod and back
into the cylinder. Use two of the 1/2-13 screws (5) with out wash-
ers to pull it back into place.

4. Install the eight 1/2-13 screws (5) and eight lock washers (4). Use
a thread lock on the screws and torque to 65 lb·ft .

5. Continue back to the feedback rebuild reassembly Section A to
finish the rebuild.
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D. Shank Rebuild

CAUTION:
While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution due to oil dis-

charging from unprotected ports.
Figure 3-10

Disassembly

1. Refer to figure 3-10 and remove the retaining ring (6). Care must
be taken not to scratch the shaft finish.

2. Slide the split ring retainer (4) off exposing the first set of split rings (5).
3. Separate the split rings (5) and slide the piston disk (3) off. The

second set of split rings should now fall off.
4. Remove the o-ring (7) from the piston shank (2) and both piston

seals (1) from the piston disk (3). These three item can be thrown
out once you have located the new replacements from your
rebuild kit.

Inspect and Clean

1. Clean the piston shaft (2), piston (3), split ring retainer (4), split
rings (5) and the retaining rings (6) in solvent and dry. Insure no
residue or contaminants remain.
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2. Inspect the piston shaft (2) for scratches. If you can detect
scratches by running your finger nail around the shaft (2), then
the shaft (2) will need to be replaced. Reference parts list in fig-
ure 3-10 when ordering replacement parts. The overall length of
a two inch shank is approximately 11-3/4 inches and the length
of a 6 inch shank is approximately 19-3/4 inches.

3. Inspect the piston disk (3) for any burs around the outer surface
that would scratch into the cylinder bore. If burs are found replace
the piston disk.

4. Clean the cylinder bore in solvent and dry. Be very cautious not
to get contaminants into the ports. If any contaminates get into
the system, they could cause drifting problems.

5. Inspect the bore for wear or scratches. If the anodizing has worn
through or any scuff marks can be felt replace the cylinder body.
Reference figure 3-7 for part numbers. Insure the new cylinder
has ball plugs installed before reassembly.

Reassembly

1. Slide the new o-ring (7) into the o-ring groove of the shank (2).
Coat the o-ring (7) with petroleum jelly to lubricate.

2. Slide the new piston seals (1) into the piston disk (3).
Note: the o-ring side of the seals must face away from each
other. Improper orientation will cause the seals to leak.

3. Install one set of split rings (5) into the lower split ring slot of the
shank (2).

4. Slide the piston (3) on from the top insuring the counter bore fits
over the split ring (5).

5. Install the second set of split rings (5) into the upper slot on the
shank (2).

6. Slide the split ring retainer over (4) the second set of split rings (5).
Note: the split ring retailer can only go on one way and should
set flush to the piston disk (3).

7. Install the retaining ring (6).
8. Coat the new piston seals (1) with petroleum jelly to lubricate.
9. Continue back to end cap rebuild reassembly, top bushing rebuild
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General

The CYLINDER consists of a double rod end through shaft cylinder. There
are two bushings with seals and wiper, shank, piston disk, piston seals and
cylinder body. The sizes range from 2 000-10 000 lb greater than 4" stroke
and greater than 10 000 lb with almost any stroke size required.

NOTE: Use the supplied drawing and pictures to assist you in the repair of the actu-
ator. The numbers listed in parenthesis are the part numbers listed in Figure 1.

3.M13.1   Assembly and Disassembly Procedures

NOTE: Tagout and lockout the unit for repair in accordance with local pro-
cedures. Repair of the cylinder will require removing the unit from service.

A. Seals Replacement

CAUTION: While assembling and disassembling the cylinder, use caution
due to oil discharging from unprotected ports.

1. Clamp the reservoir piston to prevent oil from discharging from
power module when removing. Remove tubing feeding the cylinder.

2. Remove the fasteners holding the feedback arm to the cylinder
shaft. Remove all plates, fasteners and legs as necessary to free
the cylinder from the assembly. Remove the cylinder from the unit.

3. Loosen and remove the four tie rod nuts (23).
4. Remove the retainer plate (27).
5. Note: Special tools for gland removal can be ordered from Parker

Cylinders. Remove the bronze gland (14) on the retainer plate
(27) by unscrewing counter clockwise.

6. Remove the cap assembly (7).
7. Remove the piston and piston rod assembly (57,17,60).
8. Remove the cylinder body (15).
9. Remove the head assembly (1). Tie rods may be left installed in

the retainer.
10. Remove the seals from the piston disk (17) and inspect

3.M13  Commercial Linear Cylinders
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the disk for wear and damage. Replace as necessary.
11. Inspect the cylinder body (15) for wear and damage. Replace as

necessary.
12. Remove the seals (40, 41 & 43) from the glands (14) and inspect

the glands for wear and damage. Replace as necessary.
13. Remove and discard the following o-rings: two gland to head

seals (45) and two cylinder body end seals (47). Inspect the 
o-ring seating surface for damage. Replace as necessary.

NOTE: Lubricate all surfaces, seal and o-rings with oil prior to assembly.

14. Place one new set of piston lipseal (42) and back-up washer (44) on
one side of the piston disk with the open ends toward the shaft end.

15. Slide the piston disk assembly (57,17, 60) into the cylinder body
(14). Slide the piston disk assembly to the end of the body to
expose the seal groove with no seals. Do not slide the piston
disk assembly all the way out of the cylinder body.

16. Place the other new piston lipseal (42) and back-up washer (44)
on the piston disk. Slide the piston disk assembly (57, 17, 60)
back into the cylinder body (15).

17. With both glands, install new wiper seal (40), gland lipseal (41)
and gland backup washer (43) into the gland.

18. Install new cylinder body end seal o-ring (47) into head (1) and
cap (7). Also install new gland to head seal (45).

19. Install gland (14)  to retainer (27). Ensure that the gland is
installed only two turns. If required, install tie rods to retainer so
that the tie rod ends are flush to the retainer.

20. Install head (1) to retainer (27). Slip the cylinder body (15) with piston
disk assembly (57, 17, 60) over the tie rods (19) and onto the head.

21. Install cap (7) to cylinder body (15).
22. Install retainer plate (27) to cap (7).
23. Thread tie rod nuts onto the tie rods. Torque tie rod nuts (23) in

accordance with Table 1.
24. Tighten gland (14) so that the top of the gland to the retainer is 0.25”.
25. Install power module, tubing and feedback items. Install unit to valve.
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Fig A1: Retainer Plate
(step A.4, A.19, A.20, A.27)

Fig A2: Tools for gland removal
and installation. (step A.5, A.24)

Fig A4: Cap/Head Assembly
(step A.6, A.9, A.18, A.20)

Fig A2:Parker tool for gland removal
and installation.(step A.5, A.24)

Fig A5: Piston Rod Assembly
(step A.7, A.18)

Fig A6: Cylinder Body
(step A.8, A.18)

Fig A7: Piston Disk Assembly
(step A.10, A.14)

Fig A8: Piston disk withe one set
of seals into cylinder (step A.15)

Fig A9: Piston disk ready for
second set of seals (step A.16)

Fig A10: Gland and Seals
(step A.12, A.15)

Fig A11: Head/Cap Seals
(step A.13, A.16)

Fig A12: Head/Cap Seals
(step A.13, A.16)
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Table 1—TORQUE (lb·ft)
Size Cylinder Bore Rod Size Tie Rod (lb·ft)

L2 000 1.5" 1" 18
L5 000 2.5" 1.75" 45
L10 000 3.25" 2" 120
L15 000 4" 2.5" 131
L20 000 4" 1.75" 131
L40 000 6" 3" 528
L60 000 7" 3" 800
L80 000 8" 3.5" 1168

Figure 1—PARTS LIST
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION QTY

1 HEAD, PORTED, NON CUSHIONED 1 41 LIPSEAL, GLAND 2
7 CAP, PORTED, NON CUSHIONED 1 42 LIPSEAL, PISTON 2

14 GLAND 2 43 BACKUP WASHER, GLAND 2
15 CYLINDER BODY 1 44 BACKUP WASHER, PISTON 2
17 PISTON BODY, LIPSEAL TYPE 1 45 O-RING, GLAND TO HEAD SEAL 2
19 TIE ROD 4 47 O-RING, CYLINDER BODY END SEAL
23 TIE ROD NUT 4 57 PISTON ROD 1
27 RETAINER 2 60 PISTON ROD EXTENSION 1
40 WIPER SEAL, GLAND 2

Parker Commercial Cylinder
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General

The actuator consists of a pinion and one or two racks located within the
housing. Pressurization of alternate cylinder port(s) result in shaft rotation.
The gear chamber is filled with a Moly grease containing a minimum
Molybdenum Disulfide (MSO2) content of 3%. In the event that mainte-
nance is required, the following steps should be used as a guide:

NOTE: Use the supplied drawing and pictures to assist you in the repair of
the actuator. The numbers listed in parenthesis are the part numbers listed
in Figure 1.

3.M14.1    Assembly and Disassembly Procedures

NOTE: Tagout and lockout the unit for repair in accordance with local proce-
dures. Repair of the rotary actuator will require removing the unit from service.

A. Inspection & Replacement of End Cap Seals (9)

1. Remove the tie rod nuts/bolts (10) from the tie rods (13).
2. Pull end cap (11) free from the cylinder tube (12).
3. Inspect and/or replace end cap o-ring (9). Lubricate the seal and

end cap with 5W-50 oil before re-installing.
4. Replace end cap(s) (11) on cylinder tube (12) and assemble tie

rod nuts (10) to tie rods (13).
5. Torque the tie rod nuts/bolts per the Torque Table.

3.M14   Rotary Cylinders
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Fig A1: Tie Rod nuts/bolts 
(Step A1)
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B. Inspection & Replacement of Wear Rings (4), Piston Seals (5) and
Cylinder O-Ring (8).

1. Perform steps A1 and A2.
2. For 50 000 lb·in and greater models:

a) Remove Rack bolt (7).
b) Screw two threaded rods into the tapped holes in piston

(16) and pull free from cylinder tube (12).
3. For models less than 50 000 lb·in:

a) Pull cylinder tube (12) free from housing (2).
b) Remove Rack bolt (7).

4. Inspect piston (16) and replace piston seal (5).
5. Inspect and/or replace wear ring (4), (used on R2 500 lb·in and

above actuators only).
6. Inspect and/or replace Cylinder o-ring (8).
7. Place cylinder tube (12) over rack and press in housing (2).
8. Slide piston (16) with piston seal and wear rings assembled onto

it, into the cylinder tube (12), until it contacts the rack (17).
9. CAUTION: Nylon slug (6) is designed to prevent rack bolt from

vibrating loose during operation; replace as required. Replace
rack bolt (7) and torque per the Torque Table.

10. Replace end cap (11) and tie rod nuts (10), torque per the Torque
Table.
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Fig B1: Rack Bolt 
(Step B.2.a/B.3.b)

Fig B2: Cylinder Tube 
(Step B.2.b/B.3.a)
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C. Inspection and Replacement of Pinion and Bearing Retainer O-Rings

1. CAUTION: Make match marks to re-establish the correct timing.
Failure to loosen the lock screw will damage the threads on the
bearing retainer. Loosen lock screw (19).

2. Using a spanner wrench, remove the bearing retainer (25) by turn-
ing counter-clockwise. Remove the bearing retainer o-ring (24).

3. Remove upper bearing (22), pinion (23) and lower bearing (22).
4. Inspect and/or replace pinion o-ring (1) located at the "front" or

blindside of the housing (2).
5. Reinstall lower bearing (22), pinion (23) making sure match

marks line up, and upper bearing.
6. Inspect and/or replace bearing retainer o-ring (24).
7. Apply Moly grease to bearing retainer threads (25) and reinstall

into housing (2).
8. Torque bearing retainer (25) per the Torque Table.
9. Install and tighten locking screw per the Torque Table.
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(Step B.4)
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D. Complete Disassembly of Cylinder

1. Perform steps B1 through B3.
2. Perform steps C1 through C3.
3. CAUTION: Make match marks to re-establish the correct timing.

Push the rack (17) from either end to remove from housing.

E. Reassembly of Cylinder

1. Perform C4 through C9. Refill gear chamber with Moly Grease.
2. Perform B4 through B10.
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Fig C1: Match Marking 
(Step C1)

Fig C2: Locking Screw 
(Step C1)

Fig C3: Bearing Retainer 
(Step C2)

Fig C4: Bearing Retainer O-Ring
(Step C2)

Fig C6: Pinion
(Step C3)

Fig C5: Upper Bearing
(Step C2)
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TORQUE TABLE (lb·ft)

* Denotes items supplied with seal kit
‡ Applies to Viton o-rings only.

(Figure 1) PARTS LIST

ITEM DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY

ITEM DESCRIPTION
QUANTITY

NO SINGLE DOUBLE NO SINGLE DOUBLE
RACK RACK RACK RACK

1* O-RING PINION 2 2 13 TIE ROD 8 16
2 HOUSING 1 1 14* O-RING, RACKBOLT 2 4
3 RACK BEARING 1 2 15* BACK-UP RING, RACK BOLT 2 4
4* WEAR RING 2 4 16 PISTON 2 4
5* PISTON SEAL 2 4 17 RACK 1 2
5a‡ BACK-UP RING 2 4 18 RELIEF VALVE 1 1
6 NYLOK SLUG 2 4 19 LOCKING SCREW 1 1
7 RACK BOLT 2 4 20 DRIVE SCREW 4 4
8* O-RING CYLINDER 2 4 21 NAME PLATE 1 1
9* O-RING END CAP 2 4 22 BEARING 2 2
10 TIE ROD NUT 8 16 23 PINION 1 1
11 END CAP 2 4 24* O-RING, BEARING RETAINER 1 1
12 CYLINDER TUBE 2 4 25 BEARING RETAINER 1 1

Size Tie Rod Rack Bearing Locking 
Nut (10) Bolt (7) Retainer (25) Screw (19)

R600/ R1 200 6 3 15 2
R2 500/ R5 000 15 15 30 4
R10 000/ R20 000 30 40 100 4
R50 000/ R100 000 130 130 250 15
R200 000/ R400 000 525 360 500 15
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NOTE:
THIS EXPLODED VIEW IS OF A TYPICAL PARKER CYLINDER.

FIGURE 1



speed settings (30% to 80%). It is
only in the extreme where output
drops below the ratings. Depending
on the situation, REXA has avail-
able different remedies to insure
adequate output for the application.
For instance, excessive ambient
temperature will thin out the
hydraulic oil and thus reduce pump
pressure. The output can be
increased by using a higher viscos-
ity oil (see section T.3), increasing
the speed of rotation or selecting a
larger actuator.

The thrust or torque rating of Rexa
actuators is based upon a differen-
tial oil pressure of 2000 psi acting
across the cylinder piston. The
actual usable thrust or torque is
modified in spring return actuators.
See Charts T1.B and T1.C for avail-
able output values of linear and
rotary actuators respectively.

Fail In Place Actuators

Fail in place actuators have the full
output ratings available in both
directions of motion.

Spring Return Actuators

Spring return actuators have the
rated output minus the spring load  .

General

The most important concern in
actuator sizing is adequate knowl-
edge of the application. Factors
such as pressure drop, size, pack-
ing friction and valve type affect the
required output. These conditions
may change with time or tempera-
ture. As an independent actuator
supplier, REXA's general policy is
to take a conservative approach  to
actuator selection. It is better to err
on the side of safety than to provide
a product that is too small for the
job.

All REXA actuators are thoroughly
tested to exceed their rated thrust
or torque specifications. The out-
put is determined by either direct
mechanical means (load or spring)
or an implied load developed from
the pump test. Two application spe-
cific conditions will reduce rated
output: ambient temperature and
speed of operation. These two fac-
tors are interrelated as shown on
the attached graph (Figure T1.A).

In general, the REXA power mod-
ules will develop their nominal
pressure (2000 PSI) over a tremen-
dous range of temperatures (-20 to
140 degrees Fahrenheit) and

3.T1 Thrust/Torque
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The torque output of the motor
peaks at approximately 50% speed
and decreases at lower or higher
settings. An increase in actuator
output can be obtained by adjusting
the speed towards the peak of the
motor torque.

Flowchart 2.4 

Motor Not Stalling - Increase
speed (ambient temperature is
greater than 120 degree
Fahrenheit).

A turning motor and insufficient
pressure output will usually indicate
a too low oil viscosity (thin). In these
cases, a higher speed setting will
enhance the actuator output. See
section T3 for additional information
concerning oil viscosity.

available in the direction opposing
the spring and the rated output plus
the spring load in the direction of
the spring load. Upon power failure
only the spring load is available.

3.T1.1 Analysis

Refer to section 3.M5 to determine
the actual differential pressure
across the piston. If the differential
pressure exceeds 2000 PSI, then
the actuator is producing its rated
output. Contact the supplier of the
driven device to determine the
required output.

3.T1.2 Repair 

Parts Required:

None

Flowchart 2.3

Motor Stalling - Reduce speed
(ambient temperature is less than
120 degree fahrenheit).

3.T1 Thrust/Torque
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Fail-In-Place

Spring Return
See Technical Memo TM4 for an indepth discussion of available 
spring outputs and the relationship to valves.

Spring extended thrusts may be reduced for a particular application. Please
reference the initial spring force indicated on the original actuator specifica-
tions.

* Gross hydraulic thrust is increased or decreased by the spring force.

Maximum Spring Thrust 
(standard spring - lbs) Gross Hydraulic * 

spring extended Thrust 
Model 2 in Stroke 4 in Stroke 6 in Stroke (lbs)
L500 220 175 85 500
L1000 365 305 150 1000
L2000 600 480 265 2000
L4000 680 590 N/A 4000
L8000 750 3500 2500 8000

Available
Model Thrust (lbs)

L500 500
L1000 1000
L2000 2000
L4000 4000
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Fail-In-Place

Spring Return
See Technical Memo TM4 for an indepth discussion of available 
spring outputs and the relationship to valves.

Spring extended torques may be reduced for a particular application. Please
reference the initial spring force indicated on the original actuator specifica-
tions.

* Gross hydraulic torque is increased or decreased by the spring torque.

Maximun Spring Torque Gross Hydraulic *
(standard spring in-lbs) Torque

Model Spring Extended (in-LBS)
R1000 400 1000
R2500 1000 2500
R8000 3200 8000
R15000 6000 15000
R35000 14000 35000

Available
Model Torque (in-lbs)
R1000 1000
R2500 2500
R8000 8000
R15000 15000
R35000 35000
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3.T2.2 Repair

3T2.2.1 Lateral (side to side)
Misalignment

Parts Required:

None

Any noticeable bending of the actu-
ator stem or driven device (valve)
stem should be immediately cor-
rected. Not only is operation
impaired, but damage to the actua-
tor seals and bushing or the valve
packing and stem may occur.

In most cases, lateral alignment is
corrected by stroking the actuator
with the mounting or mating con-
nection in a loosened condition.
This will allow the connection to
self-align. If there is insufficient
clearance, then the appropriate
bore diameters must be increased.

General

Most mechanical restrictions are
an application or mounting related
problem. Any binding will be indi-
cated by erratic motion, slower
speed or restriction of travel. The
problem could lie in the actuator,
the device being driven or misalign-
ment between the two.

3.T2.1 Analysis

3.T2 Mechanical Restriction/Binding
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Loosen The Actuator Mounting Bolts

Is Full Motion Achieved

Lateral (side to side)
Misalignment

3.T2.2.1

Does The Actuator Move
Its Full Rated Travel?

Disconnect the Actuator
Stem from the Driven

Device

YES

Check the Driven
Device for Binding

Longitudinal (up/down
or 90 degree rotation)

Misalignment
3.T2.2.2

YES

NO

NO

Contact REXA

Level
2
of

difficulty 0:30



Failure to reach full 90 degree rota-
tion is usually not binding, but
rather an installation problem. With
the actuator separated from the
driven device, rotate the driven
device to the closed position. Move
the actuator in the same direction
until the end of rotary piston travel
is reached. Rotate the actuator 2 to
4 degrees from the end point and
reconnect the actuator. The spline
to the hydraulic cylinder will allow
mating every 5 deg. (+/- 2.5
degrees). Locate the stem in the
spline that is closest. Calibrate the
actuator per the instruction in the
Operation and Calibration Manual.

3.T2.2.2 Longitudinal (up/down or
< 90 deg. rotation) Misalignment

Linear

Parts Required:

None

Failure to reach full stroke is
caused by a mechanical limitation
within the actuator or driven device.
Incorrect yoke leg lengths or thread
engagement in the stem coupling
may reduce the travel. In most
cases, the required adjustment is
small and can simply be made by
changing the length of thread
engagement of the stem coupling.
Further adjustment can only be
made by changing the length of the
yoke legs.

Rotary ( < 90 deg. Rotation)

Parts Required

None

3.T2 Mechanical Restriction/Binding
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Below Average Temperatures

For a temperature range of -40° F
to 140° F Rexa still uses Castrol
GTX 20W-50 grade motor oil and
the internal 120 watt heater which
activates at 60° F. However, Rexa
recommends insulating the actua-
tor with at least 1.0 inch thick insu-
lating material. On units with
extended thrust or strokes an addi-
tional heating element at the cylin-
der may be required.

Above Average Temperatures

For a temperature range which is
continually elevated above 140° F
to the maximum temperature rat-
ing, Rexa recommends a 50/50
mixture of STP and Castrol GTX
20W-50 grade motor oil.

Extreme Temperature / Operating
Conditions

For conditions or requirements
which do not fit within the previous
categories, please consult the fac-
tory.

General

Oil is used as the means to transfer
rotary motion into mechanical
thrust or torque. Because oil is
essentially incompressible Rexa
actuators exhibit high stiffness and
therefore can precisely position
large loads. The viscosity of the oil
is essential to the operation of the
actuator. If the oil is heated the vis-
cosity decreases until at some ele-
vated temperature the viscosity or
oil thickness becomes too low for
the gear pump to produce the nec-
essary output pressure. Conversely
if the oil is cooled, the viscosity
increases until the pressure
required to pump the thickened oil
stalls the pump motor. For this rea-
son the specific oil used is temper-
ature range dependent.

Average Ambient T emperature
Range

For a temperature range of 0° F to
140° F Rexa uses Castrol GTX
20W-50 grade motor oil and an
internal 120 watt heater which acti-
vates at 60° F and deactivates at
80° F.

3.T3 Oil Mixture
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wise position. The desired mode of
failure due to loss of power must be
chosen at the time the actuator is
ordered since construction is spe-
cific to each option.

An actuator with a failure position,
extended or retracted on linear
units and clockwise or counter
clockwise on rotary units, is con-
structed with an external spring
element to provide the motive force
upon loss of power. If there is no
spring, the actuator will remain in
place upon power loss.

General

The failure modes of REXA actua-
tors are divided into two categories.
The first is due to loss of control
signal while the second is due to
loss of power.

Failure Due to Loss of Control Signal

The failure mode due to loss of
control signal is programmable as
Parameter 7 in the Setup Mode as
described in the Operation and
Calibration Manual. Within
Parameter 7 there are four options.
Option 1 is to fail in place. Option 2
is to fail to the low signal position.
Option 3 is to fail to the high signal
position. Option 4 is to ignore the
control signal failure and take no
action. With Options 1, 2 or 3, a
control signal of less than 2.5 mA is
interpreted as failed.

Failure Due to Loss of Power

The failure mode due to loss of
power can be any one of three
options. These are to fail in place,
to fail in the stem extended or
clockwise position depending on
linear or rotary motion, or to fail in
the stem retracted or counter clock-

3.T4 Failure Mode
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1. Digital Multimeter - Fluke Model 85 or Equivalent

2. Allen Wrenches - Standard and Metric

3. Pliers

4. Adjustable Wrench

5. Combination Wrenches

6. Wire Cutters

7. Needle Nose Pliers

8. Screwdrivers - Slotted and Phillips

9. Channel Lock Pliers

10. Soldering Equipment

11. Vaseline
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Trouble Shooting and Repair Manual

4. Rexa will determine the failure
and cost to repair. No work will
be performed without your
authorization. A minimum
charge for diagnostic evaluation
will apply.

This section contains information
on how to return a faulty actuator
for repair or replacement.

B.1 Return Procedure

1. Call Rexa at (508) 584-1199
during regular business hours to
get a Returned Materials
Authorization Number (RMA#).

Note: Do not attempt to return
materials or other equipment
without a valid RMA#. Returns
received without a valid RMA#
are not accepted and are
returned to sender.

2. Rexa is not responsible or liable
for damage resulting from
improper packaging or ship-
ment.

3. Ship the actuator to:

KOSO AMERICA, INC.
4 Manley Street
W. Bridgewater, MA 02379
Attn: Repair Dept., RMA#____
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Electrical Drawings and Circuit Schematics

M95917 Position Control Processor (PCP) for B Power Module
M95939 Interconnection Schematics for B Electronics
M95937 Position Control Processor (PCP) for C Power Module
M95940 Interconnection Schematics for C Electronics
M95915 Feedback Wiring - Rotary Cylinder 

Mechanical Drawings

M03110 Linear Actuator S/A
M03111 Rotary Actuator S/A
M03099 Power Module S/A
M03105 Pump Standoff S/A
M03103 Manifold S/A
M03107 Rotary Cylinder S/A
M03100 Elastic Coupling S/A
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KOSO AMERICA, INC.
4 Manley Street

W. Bridgewater, MA 02379
Tel: 508-584-1199

Fax: 508-584-2525

www.rexa.com
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